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The notion of Schreier extensions of groups has been 
generalized to extensions of semigroups. We review the 
main results about extensions of semigroups, and we then 
study the group of units and the minimal ideal of an 
extension. Some examples are presented that illustrate 
the propositions.
In order, to study extensions of topological semigroups 
it is necessary to introduce the notion of a semigroup 
bundle, analogous to the notion of a group bundle. A 
functorial connection between semigroup bundles and group 
bundles is constructed that allows one to apply the well- 
developed theory of group bundles to semigroup bundles. 
Before proceeding to extensions of topological semigroups, 
we develop some of the topological properties of semigroup 
bundles.
The definition of a Schreier extension of a topo­
logical semigroup combines the two notions of extensions of
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semigroups and semigroup bundles. We then show how the 
previously developed material carries over to the present 
situation. We finally present a number of examples, some 
of which illustrate techniques for constructing new 
examples of topological semigroups.
CHAPTER I 
PRELIMINARIES
Since the appearance of a paper by Redei [16] in 
1952 concerning Schreier extensions of semigroups, 
considerable work has been done in this area. However, 
little has been done to interrelate extensions and 
topology. Fulp and Stepp study extensions of compact 
topological groups in [4], [5], and [6], and Nummela [14] 
studies the compact monoid case. Christoph [2] has also 
studied the topological case. Strecker [17] and Hancock 
[8] have studied the algebraic case in recent years.
We begin in Chapter II by showing proofs of two of
the theorems appearing in [16] and derive some consequences 
from them, using also the results found in [8] . We also 
investigate the minimal ideal of an extension and its 
group of units.
Chapters III and IV introduce the notion of a semigroup
bundle, a generalization of the notion of a group bundle.
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Two functors are constructed showing an intimate relation 
between the two notions.
Chapter V connects the ideas in Chapters II and III 
into the notion of an exact sequence of topological 
semigroups. The results in Chapter IV are used to define 
an addition on exact sequences, the addition being the 
Baer sum.
The final chapter consists of several examples of 
exact sequences of topological semigroups, and illustrates 
techniques of producing such extensions.
Section 1.1. Topological Preliminaries
We present in the rest of this chapter some of the 
basic concepts and theorems which will be used in 
later chapters. Those results which are not listed as 
theorems may be used later without reference.
The empty set is denoted by □ . Set inclusion is 
denoted by c . if A and B are subsets of a set X, 
then A\B is the set of elements of A that are not 
elements of B . The Cartesian product of two sets A 
and B is denoted by A x B .
If A is a subset of a topological space X, then
A0 denotes the interior of A and A* denotes the closure 
of A. A neighborhood of a point xe X Is a subset A
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of X such that xeA° . With the exceptions we have 
Just listed, our set theoretic and topological notation 
will be consistent with that presented in [12], We shall 
also use without reference standard topological results 
which are presented therein; especially, we shall have 
occasion to apply the theory of Moore— Smith convergence 
and the characterization of closed sets, compact sets, 
and continuous functions in terms of nets. We shall 
abuse the notation of net slightly: if D is a directed
set, X is a set, and {x ) _ n is a net in X , weOC OC £ U
abbreviate this to "x is a net in X" . Similarly,a
if x is a net in X, to indicate a subnet of x we a a
shall say "xD is a subnet of x " . Let X be a topological “ a
space and A c X  . Let x be a net in A converging toa
x e A  . We denote this by writing "xa x in A" .
We assume throughout our discussion that all spaces
are Hausdorff. A mapping is a continuous function. A 
mapping is closed (open) if the image of each closed (open) 
set is closed (open). A map p : X-*Y is perfect if p
is a continuous, closed surjection and each fiber p^iy)
(ye Y) is compact.
We list below a few theorems on quotient maps that
will be used later. These may be found in 13].
Theorem 1.1. Let p:X-*Y be quotient and let FcY.
If either
(i) F is open or closed In Y ,
or (11) p i s a n  open or closed map ,
then p |p (F) : p (F) -»F is quotient.
Theorem 1.2. Let p:X-*Y be a continuous surjection.
(1.) If p is quotient, Y is connected, and
p-1(y) (yeY) is connected, then X is connected.
(2.) If p is perfect and Y is compact, then X 
is compact.
Theorem 1.3. Let p : P -* X, q : Q-tY be quotient maps .
If the range of one map and the domain of the other is 
locally compact, then p x q : P x Q - * X x Y  is quotient.
If X is a set, a relation on X is a subset of 
X x X . If X is a topological space and R is a closed 
subset of X X X ,  Then R is a closed relation. A 
relation R is reflexive if the diagonal of X x X is a 
subset of R , symmetric if (x,y) e R implies (y,x^ e R , 
and transitive if (x,y) , (y,z) eR imply (x,z) eR. An 
equivalence relation is a reflexive, symmetric, transitive 
relation.
Section 1.2. Algebraic Preliminaries
We list here some basic definitions and notation to 
be used later. The material may be found in [1] or [10].
A semigroup is an ordered pair (S,m), where S is a 
non-empty set and m:SXS-*S is a function satisfying 
m(x,m(y,z)) = m(m(x,y),z) for all x,y,zeS.
We denote (S,m) by S and m(x,y) by x«y or xy .
The condition on m then becomes the familiar associative
law. If S is a semigroup, an element e e S is an
identity if ex = x = xe for every x e S . We denote the
identity of S by 1 . If the operation on S is
denoted by x + y , then the identity is denoted by 0 .
A semigroup with an identity is called a monoid.
If S and T are semigroups, then a function
f : S -* T is a homomorphism if f (xy) = f (x) f (y) for all
x,yeS . If S and T are monoids, we also require
that f (1) = 1 .
Let S be a monoid with identity 1 . S is a
group if x e S implies there is y e S such that 
xy = 1 = yx . Such an element y is called an Inverse of
x , and is denoted by x""1 . The group of units of S is 
the set Hs (l) = (x e S : there is y e S such that xy = 1 = yx).
Note that Hg(l) is a group.
If S is a topological space and also a semigroup,
then S is a topological semigroup if the multiplication
function m : S x S -*S is continuous, where S x s has 
the product topology. If S has an identity then S is 
a topological semigroup with identity. If S is also a 
group such that inversion is continuous, then S is 
called a topological group. If S is a topological semigroup 
with identity 1 such that Hg (l) is a topological 
group, then S is called a topological monoid.
Section 1.3. Categorical Preliminaries
In this section we introduce the categorical 
notation needed in our discussion. The material here 
comes, In part, from [133. We assume the reader is 
familiar with the notions of category, morphism, and 
functor.
If S is a set, lg : S *♦ S is the identity function
on S . If T is another set and f : S -* T is a function,
then f Is
infective if f (x) = f (y) implies x = y ;
surjective if f(S) = T j and
bijective if f is surjective and injective.
We denote the category of Hausdorff topological
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spaces with morphisms continuous functions by 3" . The 
category of topological monoids with morphisms continuous, 
identity-preserving homomorphisms is denoted by j . If 
S and T are objects of J then Hom(S,T) is the set of
morphisms f : S-*T in J , End(S) = Hom(S,S) , and 
Aut(S) = (feEnd(S) : there is geEnd(S) such that f og = 
lo = g° f) .O
We also consider the category of (algebraic) monoids.
We observe that if S is a monoid, we may regard S as
a topological monoid by giving S the discrete topology. 
Hence, we denote the category of monoids by . If
S and T are monoids, then Homd(S,T) denotes the set
of morphisms f : S ■* T in . In particular, if S and
T are objects of J , then they are also objects in
, and Homd(S,T) is the set of all monoid homomorphisms 
from S to T (not necessarily continuous) . We define a 
to be the subcategory of J whose objects are commutative 
topological monoids, and 0^ the corresponding algebraic 
category.
We close this section with a definition. Let c 
and ^ be two categories, and F and G two covariant 
functors from <3 to & . A natural transformation a
8
from F to G is a correspondence between the objects of 
d and the morphisms of & such that if f : X -»Y is 





F(Y) ---- =► G(Y)
If a(X) is an isomorphism in & for each object X 
in d , then a is called a natural equivalence.
Section 1.4. Special Notation
We use the symbols Z , ft , and R to denote respectively 
the integers, the rationals, and the real numbers with the 
operation addition. Z , ft , and R denote the non-negative 
elements of the respective sets.
I
CHAPTER II
SCHREIER EXTENSIONS OF ALGEBRAIC SEMIGROUPS
This chapter is concerned with the algebraic machinery 
needed in the study of extensions of semigroups. The 
material is adapted from [16]. The notation is that 
found in [13]. We begin with the notion of an S-space.
Definition 2.1. A left S-space is a triple (S,X,tt), 
where S is a monoid, X is a set, and v : SxX-»x is a 
function satisfying
(i) 7r(s,7r(t,x)) = TT(st,x) for all s,teS, x e X, and
(ii) ir(l,x) = x for all x e X.
Right S-spaces are defined analogously. It is customary 
to denote't t ( s , x )  by sx and (S,X,7r) by X.
Henceforth all S-spaces will be left S-spaces unless 
otherwise stated.
Definition 2.2. Let X be an S-space. A subset O C X  is
an S-orblt if there exists x e X such that 0 = (sx : s e S).
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If <3- is a maximal chain of S-orbits ordered by inclusion, 
then 0 = U & is called a maximal S-orbit. If 0 is an 
S-orbit or a maximal S-orbit and 0 = Sx, then x generates 
0, or x is a generator of 0. An element x e X is free 
if sx = tx implies s = t.
Proposition 2.1. Let X be an S-space and suppose that 
X Is the disjoint union of a collection of orbits 
{0_ : a e A) with each 0_ generated by a free element x_
(X “  (X  Q>
Then a subset 0 of X is a maximal orbit if and only if 
0 = °a for some a e A .
Proof. Suppose 0 is a maximal orbit. Let x,ye0. By 
definition of maximal orbit, there is z e X such that 
x,yeSzC0. There exists a e A  such that z e 0Q = Sxa ,
and hence x,ye0 . We have shown that any two elements
OC
of 0 lie in the same 0a , so ° c °a for some a; 0 is 
maximal, so 0 = 0a .
Conversely, each 0 is contained in a maximal orbit
Ut
0, which by the first part of the proof is equal to some
0a . Since the 0 's are disjoint and 0 c 0 c 0 o , we have p a a p
a = 8 and 0 = 0 . Hence 0 is maximal,a a
If the hypotheses of Proposition 2.1 are met, then
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for completeness. The notation has been altered to agree 
with that of [ 13] for group extensions.
Let AA = (f j f is a function from A into A). Let
aqp : C -*A and f : C x C A be functions satisfying
f (x,l) = 0 = f (l,x) for every x e C , 
cp(x)(0)=0 for every x e C , and
cp(l) (a) = a for every a e A.
These three conditions are known as the identity
conditions . For every x e C and a e A, let x*a = cp(x) (a).
Define a multiplication on A x C by
(a,x) *(b,y) = (a + x-b + f(x,y), xy) .
The following theorem discusses when this 
multiplication defines a monoid structure on Ax c .  Compare 
with [13, p.125]. Denote Ax c with the above multiplication 
by A o C .
Theorem 2.3. Let A, C, cp, and f be as above.
I . A 0 C is a monoid with identity (0,1) if and only if 
(i) x»(a + b) = (x*a) + (x*b) for each x e C, a,beA
(i.e., cp(x) is an endomorphism for every x € C ),
(ii) x.(y-c) + f (x,y) = f(x,y) + (xy) -c for all x,y e C, c e A,
(iii) x*f(y,z) + f(x,yz) = f(x,y) + f(xy,z) for all x,y,zeC.
II. If A o c is a monoid with identity (0,1), then
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l T
A -♦ A o c -♦ C is exact, where i (a) = (a, 1) , w(a,x) = x for
every a e A, x e C .
i pIII. If A 4 B-*C i£ exact, then there exists cp and f 
satisfying I. and a monoid isomorphism a such that the 
following diagram is commutative:
l 7rA -- 5>A o C --->  C
» ,  t - ,  ii
A ----^  B ----
i PIV. If A-*B-»C _is exact, then B is_ a group if and only
if A and C are groups. In this case, cp(x) e Aut(A) for
every x e C, and cp : C -» Aut(A) is a monoid homomorphism
if A jls commutative.
Proof. First note that the hypotheses on cp and f imply 
that (0,1) is an identity for the multiplication on A o C  : 
(0,1) • (a,x) = (0 + l*a + f(l,x), lx) = (a,x) and 
(a,x)*(0,l) = (a + x«0 +f(x,l), xl) = (a,x) .
I. We first suppose that A ° C  is a monoid. Let (a,x), 
(b,y) and (c,z)eAoC.
(a,x)[ ( b,y)(c,z)] = (a,x)(b + y-c +f(y,z), yz)
= (a + x*(b + y«c + f(y,z)) + f(x,yz), xyz) ;
[ (a,x) (b,y) 1 (c,z) = (a+x*b-H f(x,y), xy)(c,z)
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= (a +x.b + f(x,y) + (xy) *c + f(xy,z), xyz) ; 
the associative law implies that
a + x* (b + y*c + f (y,z)) + f(x,yz) = a + x«b + f (x,y) + (xy) *c + f (xy, z)
Setting a = 0, y = 1 = z yields (i).
Setting a = 0 = b, z = 1 yields (ii''.
Setting a = b = c = 0 yields (iii).
Conversely, suppose (i), (ii), and (iii) hold. To show 
that A o c is a monoid, we need only show that multiplication 
is associative. Let a,b,ceA and x,y,zeC. In view of 
the above proof, we need only show that 
a + x. (b + y *c + f (y, z)) + f (x,yz) is equal to 
a + x-b + f(x,y) + (xy) *c + f(xy,z).
a +x* (b + y*c + f (y,z)) + f (x,yz)
= a + x»b + x.(y*c) +x*f(y,z) + f(x,yz) by (i)
= a + x»b+ x*(y*c) + f(x,y) + f(xy,z) by (iii)
= a +x*b + f (x,y) + (xy) «c + f(xy,z) by vi : i -)>
which is what we wished to show. The proof of I. is complete.
II. Suppose A o C is a semigroup. Define i : A -♦ A o C and
tt : A o C -»C by j,(a) = (a, 1) and 7?(a,x) =x for all x e C,
aeA. Clearly i and ir are monoid homomorphisms. Also,
i is injective and tt is surjective.
We first show that Ax (x) = i(A)(0,x) for each xeC.
If aeA, i(a) (0,x) = (a,l) (0,x) = (a,x), so the equality 
becomes obvious.
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Next we show that (0,x) Is free for each xeC. If 
a,beA and t (a) (0,x) = t (b) (0,x) , then (a,x) = (b,x), so 
a = b. Hence (0,x) is free.
Finally if x e C and aeA, then 
(0,x) (a,l) = (0 + x*a,x) e l(A) (0,x), so (0,x) i(A) c j.(A) (0,x) 
for every xeC. Hence Proposition 2.2 implies that
i trA-*AoC-*C is exact. This proves II.
i PIII. Suppose that A-»B-»C is exact. Assume that i is 
an inclusion map. For each x e C  let u(x) be a free
generator of p”^(x) with the requirement that u(l) = 0.
(We are writing the monoid operation in B as addition.)
The map p is a homomorphism, so u(x) +u(y) ep “^(xy) 
for every x,yeC. Hence for each x,yeC there exists a 
unique f (x,y) e A such that
u(x) + u(y) = f (x,y) + u(xy).
From u(l) =0 we see immediately that f(l,x) =0 = f(x,l) 
for every x e C .
p(a) =1 for every aeA, so for every x e C  there is a 
function cp(x) :A-*A satisfying
u(x) + a = cp(x) (a) + u(x) for every aeA. 
cp(x)(0)=0 for every x e C, and cp(l)(a)=a for every a e A  
because u(l)=0.
Each element of B can be written uniquely as a+ u(x) 
for some a e A  and x e C . Define a:B-*AxC by
a(a + u(x)) = (a,x). Then
(a + u(x)) + (b +u(y)) = a  + (u(x) +b) +u(y)
= a + x*b + u(x)+u(y)=a + x«b + f(x,y) + u(xy) .
We are again writing x*b for cp(x)(b). Therefore a 
is an isomorphism of B onto Ax C. Hence Ax C is a monoid
so (i), (ii), and (iii) hold by I. Finally a « i = i  and
tto a = p , so the proof of III. is complete.
i PIV. Suppose that A-*B-*C is exact with i inclusion. If 
B is a group, clearly C is a group. A is the kernel of p , 
so A is a subgroup of B.
Conversely, suppose that A and C are groups. B has 
an identity, so we need only show that every element of B 
has a left inverse. From III., we may assume that B = Ao C 
for some cp and f . Let be A and yeC. We must solve 
the equation
(a,x) (b,y) = (0,1) for a and x .
(a,x) (b,y) = (a + x*b + f (x,y) , xy) ; hence, set x = y”1 .
Now A is a group, so we may solve the equation
a + (y"1) *b + f (y- 1 , y) = 0 for a . Therefore, B is a group
Suppose A and C are groups. We must show that
<p(x) eAut(A) for each xeC. The proof of this part is
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pure Redei. Let x e C .
qp(x) is injective: If x*a = x»b for some a,b e A
-1 -1 -1 then x • (x»a) =x • (x*b) ; adding f(x , x) on the
right and using (ii) yields f (x”1 , x) + a = f (x- 1 , x) + b ;
A is a group so a = b . Therefore cp(x) is injective.
cp(x) is surjective: Let be A . We wish to find an
a e A  such that x«a =b . Wê  work backwards:
x.a = b implies x"'*' • (x.aj^x”1 . b , which implies as
—1 — T_ —1above f(x , x ) + a  = x • b + f(x , x) , so
-1 -1 -1a = -f(x , x )+x  • b + f(x , x) is a likely candidate.
-1 -1 -1Going forward we get f(x , x) + a = x • b + f(x , x) , so
x"1 . (x.a)=x“^* b ; cp(x“ )̂ is injective, so x*a = b .
Hence, qp(x) is surjective.
Lastly, if A is commutative, (ii) implies that 
x-(yc) = (xy) -c for every c e A  , so cp(x)cp(y) = <p(xy).
Hence qp is a homomorphism. This completes the proof of 
Theorem 2.3.
Definition 2.5. Let A and B be monoids, A written additively. 
A function cp:B-»End(A) satisfying cp(l) = 1A is
called an operator on A over B .
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If cp is an operator on A over B , then cp induces 
an action of B on A ; namely m:B x A - » A  is defined 
by m(b,a) = cp(b)(a) s b*a .
Let cp be an operator on A over B and let 
f :BxB-»A . If f (x,l) = 0 = f (l,x) for every x e B, 
f is said to satisfy the identity condition. If
cp(x) (f(y,z)) + f(x,yz) = f(x,y)+ f(xy,z) for all x,y, z e B, 
f is said to satisfy the associativity condition relative 
to cp . If f satisfies both the identity condition and 
the associativity condition relative to cp , then f is 
called a factor set or a cp-fact or set, and (cp, f) is 
called a function pair associated with A and B .
Let F^(B,A) = (f : f is a cp-factor set). Let F(B,A) -
F^ (B,A) , where <pQ is defined by qp0(b) = for all b e B.
Corollary 2.4. Let A-*A°C-*C be exact with associated 
function pair (cp,f). _If f(x,y)=0 for all x,yeC, then 
(xy) *a = x. (y*a) for all x , y e C , a e A  . This type 
extension is called factor-free.
Corollary 2.5. If cp(x) = 1A for every x e C then 
f(x,y) e Z(A) = center of A for every x,yeC and
f(y,z) + f(x,yz) = f(x,y) + f(xy,z) for all x,y,zeC.
This type extension is called endomorphism-free.
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Proof. The equality follows from (ill) in Theorem 2.3.
Using (ii) gives c + f (x,y) = f (x,y) + c for all x,ye C, ceA.
x- i pDefinition 2.6. An extension A-»B-»C is a central extension
if A is commutative, i(A) is contained in the center
of B , and the extension is endomorphism-free.
Theorem 2.6. Let A and C be monoids, A written
1 O Wadditively, let A -♦ A ° C -♦ C be exact with associated
L 7rfunction pair (cp,f) , and let A -* A o • c -♦ C be5 exact with 
associated function pair (g, î) . Then there is a monoid 
isomorphism a such that the following diagram is 
commutative
l 7TA  > A °  C --^  C
7TA  > A  o'C -->  C
if and only if there is a function e:C-»HA (0) satisfying 
e(1) = 0 ,
f (x,y) + e(xy) = e(x)+x*' (e(y)) + g(x,y) , and 
x.b + e(x) = e(x)+x*'b
for all x,yeC and be A .
21
Proof. Suppose we have an isomorphism a making the 
preceding diagram commutative. Let p be the inverse of 
a . The right hand square of the diagram implies that
7ra(a,x) = x = 7rp(a,x) for all a e A  and x e C  . Fix
x e C  . Define ax , Px : A -* A by (a^a^x) = a(a,x) ,
(Px (a),x) = P(a,x) • ap = 1 = pa , so
(1.) axPx (a) = a = Pxax (a) for all a e A  .
Next, (a, 1) • (0,x) = (a +1*0 + f(l,x),x) = (a,x) , so
a(a,x) = a(a,l)a(0,x) = (a,l) •' (ax (0),x) =
= ( a +1.'ax (0)+g(l,x),x) = (a+ax (0),x) = (ax (a),x) .
Similar reasoning applies to p , yielding
(2.) ax (a) .= a + a x(0) , Px (a) - a + p x (0) for all aeA, xeC.
Using (1.) and (2.) we see that
0 = o b c M 0) = ax (M 0)) = Px (°) + ax(°) = pxax (0> =
= av(0) + pY(0) . Therefore
a  X
(3.) ax (0) , px (0) eHA(0) for all x e C .
Let a , b e A ,  x,yeC . Then
a[(a,x)(b,y)] = a(a + x*b + f(x,y),xy) = (axy(a+x*b + f(x,y)),xy)
= (a + x-b + f(x,y) + axy(0),xy) ; also
a[(a,x)(b,y)] = a(a,x)a(b,y) = (a + ax (0),x) (b + ay (0),y)
= (a + ax (0)+x.' (b +a y (0))+g(x,y),xy) . Hence,
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a + x*b +f(x,y)+axy(0) =a +a x (0)+x*' (b + ay (0)) + g(x,y) .
Using a = b = 0 yields
f(x,y) + axy(0) = ax (0)+x*' (ay(0))+g(x,y) .
Using y = 1 , a = 0 yields
x.b + ax (°) = ax (0)+x.'b .
Define e:C«*HA (0) by e'(x) = ax(0) . Clearly e
satisfies our requirements.
Conversely suppose there exists e : C-»HA (0)
satisfying e(l)=0 , f(x,y) + e(xy) = e(x) + x.' (e(y)) + g(x,y) , 
and x»b + e(x) = e(x) + x*'b for all x,yeC and be A .
Define a:A°C -*Ao'C and p : Ao' C -tAo c by
a(a,x) = (a +e(x),x) and p(a,x) *= (a - e(x),x) . Clearly 
ap = 1 = Pa . We next show that at = l and wa = w .
ai (a) = a(a,l) = (a+ e(l),l) = (a,l) and 
va(a,x) = Tr(a + e(x),x) = x .
Finally we show that a (and therefore p) is a monoid 
homomorphism. Clearly a preserves the identity. 
a[(a,x)(b,y)] = a(a + x*b+ f(x,y),xy)
= (a + x-b + f(x,y) + e(xy),xy) ; 
a(a,x)a(b,y) = (a + e(x),x) (b + e(y),y)
= (a+e(x) + x*' (b + e(y)) + g(x,y),xy) ; now 
a+ e(x) +x.' (b + e(y)) +g(x,y) = a + (e(x) + x.'b) + x-' (e(y))+ g(x,y) 
= a + x*b + e(x)+x.' (e(y)) + g(x,y) =
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= a + x*b + f(x,y) + e(xy) . Therefore a is a 
homomorphism. This completes the proof of the theorem.
Definition 2.7. Let A and C be monoids, A commutative
and written additively. Let <p be an operator on A over
C and denote cp(x)(a) by x»a . If y : C * ha (°) is
a function such that y(l) =0 , then the boundary of Y , 
denoted 6y , is the function 6y :CxC-»A defined by 
6Y(x,y) =x.y(y) - Y(xy) + Y(x) for all x,yeC .
B (C,A) = f6Y : y:C-»Ha(0) , Y(l)=0} .
Lemma 2.7. Let A, C and cp Joe an above. Set
G = (y : y : C -*Ha (0) , y (1) =0) . Then
1. G Is a commutative group.
2. 6 :G-»B (C,A)- is a homomorphism.
Proof. 1. Immediate.
2. Let e be the identity element of G . e(x) = 0
for every x e C , so 6e(x,y) = 0 . If Y l , Y2 G G »
6(vi + y 2)(x,y) =x.(Y1(y) + y2(y)) " (Yi(xy) + Y 2 x̂ y^
+ (Yi(x)+y2(x))
= 6y^(x,y) + 6y2(x,y) * Hence 6 . is a homomorphism.
Note that B^(C,A) is a subgroup of F^(C,A). . The
relation a defined on F (C,A) by f o g  if 
f + B^(C,A) = g + B^(C,A) is easily seen to be a congruence. 
The resulting quotient semigroup F (C,A)/a is denotedcp
by F£p(C,A)/B^(C,A) or H^(C,A) . If A is a group we
see immediately that F^(C,A) , and hence H^(C,A) is a
group. If both A and C are groups, then using the
notation in [ 1 3 ] *  H^C, A) = Opext (C, A, cp) . If cp is the
trivial map, then H(C,A) is the set of isomorphism 
classes of central extensions. If C is commutative, 
Hancock [8] defines H(C,A) to be Z(C,A)/B(C,A) , where 
Z(C,A) = {feF(C,A) : f(x,y) = f(y,x) for all x,y6 C) and 
B(C,A) is as above. When we write H(C,A) we mean 
F(C,A)/B(C,A) .
In the following four lemmas and the resulting 
theorem, all monoids are assumed to be commutative and 
for all monoids A and C, Z(C,A) is as above.
Lemma 2.8. [8] Let S be a cancenative monoid, Q a
monoid, and f e Z(Q,S) . TS a,b,x,y are elements of Q 
such that a + x = b + x and a + y = b + y , then 
f(a,x) + f(b,y) = f(a,y) + f(b,x) .
For arbitrary monoids S and Q let
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Zq(Q,S) = (f e Z(Q,S) : a + x = b + x  implies f (a,x) = f (b,x)), 
and Bq(Q,S) = B(Q,S) n Z0(Q,S) .
Lemma 2.9. [8] If S is a group and Q is a monoid,
then each element f £f Z(Q, S) i£ equivalent to some
element fQ of Zq (Q,S) .
Lemma 2.10. [8] Let S be a group, Q, a monoid, and h
the natural homomorphism of Q onto its maximal cancellative 
homomorphic image Q' . Then h induces an isomorphism
of Z(Q',S)/B(Q',S) onto Z(Q,S)/fe(Q,S) .
Lemma 2.11. [8] Let S and Q' be cancellative monoids,
feZ(Q',S) and T = S o f Q' j i.e. S-»T-*Q' is a
commutative extension. Let S*, T*, and Q* be the
difference-groups of S, T, and Q' respectively. Then 
T* is an extension of S* b̂ ; Q* , and for a suitable 
choice of partitioning representatives the corresponding 
factor-set f* is_ such that f* |Q' x Q ' = f .
Theorem 2.12. [8] Let S be a group, Q a monoid, Q 1
the maximal cancellative homomorphic image of Q, and Q* 
the difference-group of Q 1 . Then 
Z(Q,S)/B(Q,S) « Z(Q',S)/B(Q',S) « Z(Q*,S)/b(Q*,S) .
We do not Include the proofs of the above remarks. They
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may be found In [8]. We next list some corollaries to 
Theorem 2.6. These results are used later, when we define 
an addition on the set of extensions of A by C . This is 
done in Chapter V for topological semigroups.
Corollary 2.13. Let A and C be monoids with A
commutative. Let (cp,f) and (♦jg) be two function pairs
associated with A and C . If the associated extensions
are equivalent then cp = ♦ .
Proof. There exists e:C-*HA(0) satisfying e(l)=0
and «p(x) (b) + e(x) = e(x) + ̂ (x) (b) for all x e C and b e A.
Cancelling e(x) from both sides yields the conclusion.
Corollary 2.14. Let A and C be monoids with A written
additively, and Hfl(0) = f0). Let (cp,f) and (^g) be
------two function pairs associated with A and C . Then the 
associated extensions are equivalent if and only if cp= t|r 
and f = g .
Proof. Immediate.
Corollary 2.15. Let A and C be monoids with A abelian.
If feF(C,A) , then the associated extension is central.
Conversely, if A-*B-*C is a central extension, then there
is feF(C,A) such that A B *♦ C and A -»A ®fC -* C are
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equivalent.
Proof. Let f eF(C,A) . Let a e A  , (b,x)eAofC. Then
(a,l) (b,x) = (a +b + f (l,x),x) = (b,x) (a,l) . Hence the 
associated extension is central. The converse is an 
immediate consequence of Corollary 2.13 .
Corollary 2.16. Let A and C be monoids with A abelian, 
and f,geF(C,A) . Then the extensions associated with 
f and g are equivalent if and only if f = g + 6e for 
some e:C-*HA (0) , e(l) = 0, where 6e is the map
Cx C-»A defined by 6e(x,y) = e(y) - e(xy) + e(x) . That 
is, the extensions associated with f and g are equivalent 
if and only if f and g differ by a boundary.
Proof. Immediate.
We now discuss the structure of the minimal ideal and 
the maximal group of A ° B in terms of the minimal ideals
and maximal groups of A and B .
Lemma 2.17. Let A and B be monoids with A commutative
and written additively. Let (cp,f) be a function pair 
associated with A and B . If h e H B (l) , then
f(h"1,h) = q^lT1' (f(h,h“1)) = h ^ . f  (h,h-1) .
Proof. Just use the associativity condition with the
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triple h~1,h,h“1 :
h"1«f(h,h“1)+ f(h~*,l) = f(h’1,h) + f(l,h) , so 
h“1*f(h,h"1) = f(h-;L,h) .
Proposition 2.18. Let A and B be monoids with A
commutative and written additively. Let (cp,f) be a 
function pair associated with A and B . Let (a,b)eA°B. 
The following are equivalent:
1. (a,b) is a unit in A«B .
2. b is a unit in B and a,f(b”\b) are units in A.
3. a is a unit in A and (0,b) is a unit in A°B .
Proof. 1. implies 2. Let (c,d) be the inverse of (a,b)
in A o B . Then (a,b)(c,d) =(0,1) = (c,d)(a,b) , so 
(a + b»c + f(b,d),bd) = (0,1) = (c + d*a+ f(d,b),db) , and thus 
a + b*c + f(b,d) = 0 = c + d*a + f(d,b) ,
bd = 1 = db .
Hence b is a unit in B . A is commutative, so a and
f(b“^,b) are units in A . Therefore 1. implies 2.
2. implies 3. Suppose that b is a unit in B and
a,f(b“^,b) are units in A . (-f(b"'L,b),b~'L) (0,b) = (0,1) ,
so (0,b) has a left inverse. Lemma 2.17 implies that
f(b,b“1) =b*f(b“1,b) , so (0,b)(-f(b"1,b),b“1) =
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(-[b •■£(b"\b) ] + f (bjb-'1’) ,1) = (0,1) so (0,b) also has a 
right inverse. Therefore 2. implies 3.
3. implies 1. If a is a unit in A then (a, 1) is a
unit in A o B . Hence, (a, 1) (0,b) = (a,b) is a unit in
A o B .
Proposition 2.18 says that for A abelian,
HA 0 B c: HA x HB ' ExamPle 2»33 shows that the containment
can be proper.
Proposition 2.19. Let A and B be monoids with A 
commutative and written additively. Let (cp,f) be a 
function pair associated with A and B . Let HA = HA(0),
Hb = Hfi(1), and H = HA ° B  * The following are equivalent:
1. H = Ha x Hb .
2. f(HgxHg) C H a .
3. f (h,h_1) e Ha for all h e Hg .
Proof. 1. implies 2. Let h^,h2 eHB . Then
(O.hjHO.hg) = (ffh^hgj.h^) 6 H , so f(hr h2) c H A .
2. implies 3. Trivial.
3. implies 1. Proposition 2.18 implies that
H c HA x Hg . Let g e HA , h e H g  . 2. implies that
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f(h"1,h) eHA , so Proposition 2.18 implies (g,h) eH . 
Therefore 3. implies 1.
We now turn to the structure of the minimal ideal.
Proposition 2.20 Let A and B be monoids, A written
additively, with minimal ideals M(A) and M(B) . _If
feF(B,A), then the minimal ideal of A ° B  is equal to 
M(A) x M(B) .
Proof. Let M = M(A) xM(B) . We first show that M is 
an ideal. Let (m,n)eM, (a,b) eAo.B . (a,b)(m,n) =
(a + m+  f (b,n),bn) e M and (m,n) (a,b) = (m+a + f (n,b),nb) , 
Which is an element of M . Hence M is an ideal.
Let I be any ideal contained in A o b . Then 
Ig = projection of I into B is an ideal in B.
If be M(B) let lb = {aeA: (a,b) el) . Ib / □ as
M(B) c Ifi . We next show that 1^ is an ideal in A. Let
aeA, x e l ^  . (x,b) (a, 1) = (x + a,b) e I, which implies x + a e
and (a,l) (x,b) = (a + x,b) e I implies a + xe 1^ . Therefore
Ib is an ideal in A and hence M(A) c , and so M(A) x {b3 cl
which implies M(A) x M(B) c I . Therefore, M(A) x M(B) is 
the minimal ideal of A o b .
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If the operators were not trivial as in Proposition 
2.20, then the conclusion need not follow. See example 
2.34. If A is commutative, a similar result holds for 
an extension with operators.
Proposition 2.21. Let A and B be monoids with minimal 
ideals M(A) and M(B) . Let (q>, f) be a function pair 
associated with A and B . Let M = M(A)X M(B) . Then
1. M is a right .ideal in A 0 B .
2. If A is commutative and b*M(A) c M(A) for
every b e B, then M jLs the minimal ideal of A o e .
Proof. 1. Let (m,n)eM , (a,b)eAoB . Then
(m,n)(a,b) = (m +n»a+f(n,b),nb). e M .
2. We proceed as in Proposition 2.20, first showing
that M is an ideal. If (m,n) eM and (a,b) e A » B  , then
(a,b)(m,n) = (a + b *m + f (b,n) ,bn) e M as b»meM(A) . Hence, 
M is an ideal.
Let I be any Ideal in A ° B  . For beM(B) , we
show that 1^ = (a e A : (a,b) e I) is an Ideal. Let xel^ ,
a e A .  (a,l)(x,b) = (a + x ,b)el, s o a  + xel^ . A is
commutative, so 1^ Is an ideal. The result now follows 
as in Proposition 2.20.
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We now discuss the central extensions of a commutative, 
cancellative monoid by a cyclic semigroup with identity.
Let A he a cancellative monoid, written additively.
7+ is the additive semigroup of non-negative integers. Let 
f be some fixed element of F(£+,A).
Lemma 2.22. f(l,n) =f(n,l) for all n e Z+ .
Proof. Let M = (n e 2+ : f (l,n) = f (n, 1)} . We show M = 3?+ 
by induction. O e M  as f (1,0) = 0 = f (0,1) . If n e M , 
then the associativity condition with the triple l,n,1 
yields:
f (n,l) + f(l,n + 1) = f (l,n) + f ( n + 1,1) . Both n e M  and
A cancellative imply f(l,n+l)=f(n+l,l) , so n + l e M  . 
Hence M = 5T+ .
Proposition 2.23. f(m,n) = f(n,m) for all m,neJf+ .
Proof. Let S = Z+ X 7+ . For each k e it , let
Sfc = {(p,q) e S : |p - q] £ k} . Let M = {(p,q) e S : f(p,q) = f (q,p)).
We show by induction on k that S c M for every ke 2,+ .k
SQ c M as (p,q) e SQ if and only if p = q.
We next show that c M . Let (p,q) e S^ \ S q .
Then |p - q | = 1, so either p = q  + l or q = p + 1 . Assume
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p = q + 1 . The associativity condition with the triple 
q,1,q yields:
f(l,q)+ f(q,q+1) = f(q,l) + f(q+ l,q) ; Lemma 2.22 
implies that f(l,q) = f(q,l) , and hence 
f(q,q + l) =f(q + l,q) ; hence, f(p,q) = f(q,p) . A similar 
argument for q = p + 1 yields the same result. Thus 
(p,q) e M, so c M .
Suppose that c M for some k ̂ 1 . Let
(p,q) e S]j+i \ sk • |p-q|=k + l , and we may assume that
p = q + k + l  . We use the associativity condition twice, 
first with the triple q+k, l,q and second with q,l,q+k :
(1) f(l,q) + f(q+k,q+1) = f(q+k,l) + f(p,q)
(2) f(l,q+k) + f(q,p) = f(q,l) + f(q+l,q+k)
We know that f(l,q) =f(q,l) by Lemma 2.22. Now,
|(q+k) - (q+1) I = |k - 1 1 £ k , so (q+l,q+k) e , and
therefore f(q+1,q+k) =f(q+k,q+l) . Hence the left side of 
(1) is equal to the right side of (2), so 
f(q+k,l)+ f(p,q) = f(l,q+k)+ f(q,p) . f(q+k,l) = f(l,q+k) , 
so f(p,q) = f(q,p) . Therefore (p,q) eM, so c M .
By induction M = S , and the proof of the proposition is 
complete. 4
Corollary 2.24. Let C be any cyclic semigroup and
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l lf € F(C ,A) . Then f (x,y) = f (y,x) for all x,yeC
Proof. There is a monoid surjection a: 3?+-* sending 
1 to the generator of C . Define g : 2+ X 2+-> A by
g(m,n) = f(a(m),a(n)) for all m,m e Z+ . Then geF(7+,A) ,
so g(m,n) =g(n,m) for all m , n e7+ , and hence
f (x,y) = f(y,x) for all x j e C 1 .
Corollary 2.25. If A is commutative, then any central
1extension of A by C is commutative.
Proof. Let A-*Ao ĉ -> be a central extension with factor 
set f . By Corollary 2.24, f is symmetric. Hence,
(a,b) (x,y) = (a + x + f (b,y),by) = (x + a + f (y,b) ,yb) = (x,y)(a,b).
See Example 2.35 where C is not cyclic and A o C is 
not commutative.
Remark. Corollary 2.25 implies F(C1,A) = Z(C^,A) , where
•iZ(C ,A) is as in the remarks following Lemma 2.7.
We now connect our results with those of Hancock. Let 
A be a cancellative, commutative monoid. Regard A as 
a subset of its difference-group A* .
Lemma 2.26. Let y : 7+-* A* , y (0) = 0 . Then there is a 
: 7+ -»A# , Y^CO) = o = y^(l) and gy •=• 6y^ . If y(l) = 0, 
then y = y^ .
-fProof. Let g : Z ->A* be a monoid homomorphism with 
g(l)=-y(l) . Let Y-j^Y + S • Then Yi(°) = 0 = YiC1) and
^ ( y + s ) = 6Y +  6e  =  6 y • I f  y C1 ) 530 t h e n  ° ( y - y 1 ) = o ,
which implies Y - Y1 is a homomorphism; hence,
(Y-Yx)^) =m*(Y - Yl)(l) =0 , so Y = Yl .
Lemma 2.27. Let A be a commutative, cancellative monoid 
and let A* be the difference-group of A . Then
F(Z+,A*) = B(Z+ , A*) .
Proof. By Theorem 2.12 and the remark following Corollary 
2.25, we need only note that Z(Z,A*) = B(Z,A*) , which is 
easy to see as Z is a free abelian group. Hence,
F(?+,A*) = B(Z+,A*).
Proposition 2.28. Let A be a commutative, cancellative
monoid and A* the difference-group of A . Set
G = {Y : Y : Z+ -*A*, Y(0)=0 = Y(1), 6Y (x,y) e A for all x,y e 
Then
1. G is an abelian monoid under pointwise addition.
For each y e G  define a(Y) = flY . Then also
2. a(Y) € F(Z+,A) for every Y e G.
3. a is an isomorphism of G onto F(Z+,A).
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Proof. 1. Easy 
2. Easy.
3* a is an injective homomorphism by Lemma 2.26 
and Lemma 2.7. If f eF(5?+,A) then f eF(Z+,A*), and
Lemma 2.27 implies feB(£+,A*). Lemma 2.26 implies there
is y e G  such that f = 6y . Hence a is surjective.
Remark. The use of 6 in the above proposition is
ambiguous. One should put (>̂ +
We make two other investigations of a particular class 
of central extensions. Let A be an abelian, cancellative 
monoid. For our first example, let S be an abelian
monoid with identity 1 and a zero 0 .
Lemma 2.29. Let feF(S,A). Then
1. f(x,0) = f(0,x) for all x e S  .
2. f(x,y) = f(y,x) for all x,yeS .
3. f (x,y) + f (xy,0) = f (x,0) + f (y,0) for all x,y e S .
4. A o S  is abelian.
Proof. 1. Use the associativity condition with the triple
0,x,0 :
f(x,0) + f(0,0) = f(0,x)+ f(0,0) , so f(x,0) = f(0,x) .




f(y,0) + f(x,0) = f(x,y) + f (xy,0) , and 
f (y,x) + f (0,yx) = f (0,y) + f (0,x) ; using 1. and that 
S is abelian, one gets f(x,y) = f(y,x) .
3. Done in the proof of 2.
4. Use 2.
We now prove a proposition analogous to Proposition 2.28. 
Let G2 = G2(S,A) = (g : g : S -»A, g(l) =0, 6g : S x S *♦ A) ,
where 6g(x,y) = g(y) - g(xy)+ g(x) (regard A as a subset 
of its difference-group).
Proposition 2.30. Let S, A, and G2 be as above. Then
1. G2 is an abelian monoid under pointwise addition.
2. The functions p : F(S,A) -*G2 and a : G 2 -»F(S,A)
are inverse isomorphisms, where p and a are defined by
p(f)(s) = f(s,0) and o(g)(s,t) = 6g(s,t) .
Proof. 1. Easy, as 6 is a homomorphism.
2. We first show that p(f) e G2 and a(g) eF(S,A) 
for every f eF(S,A) and g € G2 .
Let f e F(S,A) . p(f)(s) = f(s,0) e A , and p(f)(l) = 
f (1, 0) = 0 = the identity of A. Let s,teS . 6 ( p(f)) (s, t) =
f(t,0) - f(st,0) + f(s,0) = f(s,t) e A by Lemma 2.29. Hence,
P (f) s G2 •
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Next let geGg . We must show that o(g)(s,l)=0 =
a(g)(l,s) and that a(g) satisfies the associativity 
condition.
o(g)(s,l) = 6g(s,l) =g(l) -g(s) +g(s) = 0 = cr(g)(l,s) .
Let x,y, zeS . Then 
o(g)(y,z) + o(g)(x,yz) =g(z) -g(yz) +g(y) + g(yz) -g(xyz) + g(x) 
= g(x) +g(y) +g(z) -g(xyz) ; 
o(g)(x,y) + c(g)(xy,z) =g(y) -g(xy) +g(x) +g(z) -g(xyz) +g(xy) 
= g(x) +g(y) +g(z) -g(xyz) .
Hence, a(g) satisfies the associativity condition and is 
an element of F(S,A).
We now show that p and a are mutually inverse. Let 
g e G 2 , feF(S,A). po(g)(s) = o(g)(s,0) =g(0) -g(0) +g(s) = 
g(s) . Therefore pa = identity.
ap(f)(s,t) = 6(p(f))(s,t) = p(f)(t) - p(f)(st) + p(f)(s) = 
f(t,0) - f(st,0) + f(s,0) = f(s,t) , so ap = identity.
Finally, it is clear that p (and therefore o) is a 
homomorphism. This completes the proof of the proposition.
For our second case we let S be a semilattice with 
identity; that is, S is a commutative, idempotent semigroup 
with an identity.
Lemma 2.31. Let A be an abelian, cancellative monoid and 
S a semilattice with identity. If feF(S,A), then
Proof. Let feF(S,A).
1. Let x, ye S. The associativity condition using 
the triple y,x,x yields
f (x,x) + f(y,x) = f (y,x) + f (xy,x) , so f(x,x) = f(xy,x) . 
Similarly the triple x,x,y yields f(x,x) = f (x,xy) .
Hence f (xy,x) = f (x,xy) = f (x,x) .
2. Let x,yeS. The associativity condition using 
the triple x,y,x yields
f(y,x)+ f(x,xy) = f(x,y)+ f(xy,x) . Part 1. implies that 
f(x,yj = f(y,x) .
Proposition 2.32. Let A be an abelian, cancellative monoid 
with difference-group A*, let S be a semilattice with 
identity, and let feP(S,A). Then there is a function 
Y:S-»A such that y(1)=° and f = 6A*Y •
Proof. The maximal cancellative homomorphic image S' of 
S is a one point semigroup. We may regard f as an element 
of F(S,A*). By [8], there is y:S-»A* , y(l)=0, and 
f = 6A*Y * If xeS, f(x,x) = 6a*y(x,x) = y{x) - y(x) + Y(x) = Y(x) 
f(x,x) e A so y(x)eA .




Example 2.33. Let A = 5?+ and B = 2/27 , both under 
addition. Define the function pair (cp,f) by cp(x) = 1A
for every x , and define f eF(B,A) by
By Proposition 2.18, the only unit in A o B is (0,0) . 
Hence the group of units of A o B is not equal to the 
Cartesian product of the group of units of A with the 
group of units of B .
Example 2.3^. Let A = B={0,1) under multiplication. 
Define the function pair (cp,f) by cp(0)(y) =1 for all y, 
cp(l) =1A , and f(x,y) = 1 for all x,y . We use M to
denote the minimal ideal. M(A) = (0) = M(B) , but 
M(A o B) = ((0,0), (1,0)) / M ( A ) x m (B) . Multiplication in 
A o B is as follows:
Example 2.35. Let S be the 8 element group of quaternions.
1 if x = 1 = y
0 otherwise
Multiplication in A » B  is as follows:
(a,x)(b,y) =
(a,0) if x = 0 
(ab,y) if x = l .
S = {-l,l,-i,i,-j,j,-k,k) . The center of Ls 1-1,1],
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which is isomorphic to Z/2Z, and S/Z(S) « K , where K 
is the Klein 4 group. Now 0 -♦ Z/2Z -»S-*K-*0 is a central 
extension of groups $ note that K is not cyclic, and 
that S is not abelian.
Example 2.36. We show here that the set of isomorphism
+ +classes of central extensions of Z by Z is Uncountable. 
This is in violent contrast to the number of central 
extensions of Z by Z+, which is one by Lemma 2.27.
Let f,g e F(Z+,Z+ ). If f and g represent the same 
extension, then there is a function y : Z+ -»H,̂ +(0) - (0)
such that f = g + 6y ; in other words, f = g. Hence, the
set F(Z+,Z+ ) is in one-one correspondence with the set of
+ 4isomorphism classes of central extensions of Z by Z 
Proposition 2.28 implies that |g | = 1f (Z+,Z+ )|. Let
D = |{xn)n“2 <= Z,+ : xn £ xn+1 for all n| . Clearly D is
uncountable.
For each x = (xn )n~2 e D * define Yx : Z+ *♦ Z by
YX (1)=0, and for n ^ l  , Yx (n+1) = Yx (n) - xn+1 . We
show Y e G by induction. For convenience denote y by x *
Y . Let m,neZ+ . We must show y(nO + Y(n) -y(m+n) is
an element of Z+ . For each m e let
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= (n e y+ : y(m) + y(n) - y(m+n) e 2+) . We show by induction
+  4*that = 2 for each m € 2 .
+ tClearly MQ = 2 . Let n e Z . Then
y(l)+Y(n) - y(n+l) =0 + y(n) - (y(n)-xn+1) = xn+1 e 2+ .
Hence = Z+ . Suppose that m ^ l  and that Mm = 2+ .
Clearly °>l 6 M ra+i • If n € Mm+i • n ^ 1 * ^hen
Y(m+1) +Y(n+1) -Y(m+l+n+l) = (Y(m) -xm+1) + (Y(n) - xn+1)
- (Y(m+n+l) -xm+n+2) * Y(m) +Y(n) - (*m+1 + xn+1) - y(m+n)
+ xm+n+l + xm+n+2 = Y(m) + y(n) - Y(m+n) + (xm+n+1 - xm+1)
+ (xm+n+2 “ xn+l) 5 now Y(m) + Y(n) - Y(m+n) e Z+ as
1^ = Z+ . The sequence is non-decreasing, so
each of x - - x and x ^ - x is an element m+n+1 m+1 m+n+2 n+1
of Z+ . Hence n+1 e > so Mm+i = 2+ . By induction,
1^ = 2"** for all m e Z+ . Therefore y = y^ e G .
If x,y e D and' x ̂  y, let n = min(k > 2 : xfc-^y^} .
If Yx (n-1) = Yy(n-l) , then Yx (n) = Yx (n-l) - xn / Yy (n-1) - yn =
Y (n) . Hence Vx ^ Y v » and the function D-*G sending 
%/ ^ «y
an element x of D to y__ is an injection. D is uncountable, 
so G is uncountable.
CHAPTER III 
SEMIGROUP BUNDLES
The topological machinery needed to study extensions 
of topological semigroups is introduced in this chapter.
We recall from Chapter I that a topological monoid is a 
topological semigroup with identity such that its group 
of units is a topological group. We now introduce more 
specialized categories which are our concern in this chapter.
Definition 3.1. A (topological) left S-space is a triple 
(S,E,7r), where S is an object of J , E is an object of 
Z , and t t : S x E ^ E  is a continuous function making 
(S,E,tt) an algebraic left S-space as in Definition 2.1.
As in Chapter II, we denote t t ( s , x )  by sx and never 
mention tt . A morphism from an S-space E to an S'-space 
E' is a pair (f,g), where f : S •* S ' and g:E-*E' are 
morphisms in J and J , respectively, such that 
g(sx) = f (s)g(x) for all s e S, x e E .
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The category with objects all left S-spaces for all 
objects S in ef and with morphisms as defined in the 
preceding paragraph is denoted JX . The corresponding 
category of right S-spaces is denoted 3V . If S is a 
fixed object in J , then there is a distinguished subcategory 
SIT (or 3"S) consisting of all left S-spaces and morphisms 
of the form (lg,g). Hence if E and E' are left S-spaces 
then a morphism is a continuous function g : E -* E ' satisfying 
g(sx)=sg(x) for all s € S, x e E  . Such a g is called 
an S-map.
Henceforth all S-spaces will be left S-spaces unless 
otherwise stated.
Definition 3.2. An S-bundle is a quadruple (S,E,p,B) 
satisfying
(i) S e Ob J , E,B e ObX ,
(ii) EeOb^IT,
(iii) p : E -♦ B is a quotient mapping (surjective), and 
(iv) For each b e B, p~^(b) (the fiber over b) is 
an S-orbit which has a free generator. If S is understood, 
then we denote the bundle by (E,p,B).
If (E,p,B) is an S-bundle, we set 
EA = {(e,g) e E x E : p (e) = p(g) and g is a free generator for 
p“^(p(e))}. The translation function t = t£ : -» S is
(
^5
defined by the equation e = T(e,g)g . B is called the 
base space of the bundle, and E is called the total 
space.
Convention. If (E,p,B) is an S-bundle, t  will denote 
its translation function.
Definition 3.3. An S-bundle (E,p,B) is a principal 
S-bundle if it satisfies the conditions that t  be continuous 
and that
(*) if F c E  and x e F* , then {x)Y n (FY)* ^ □ ,
where AY = (ee E : e is a free generator for p-1(p(a)) 
for some aeA) for any subset A of E .
The next propositions develop some of the elementary 
properties of S-bundles.
Proposition 3.1. Let (E,p,B) be an S-bundle. A subset 
0 E is a maximal orbit if and only if 0 = p"1(b) for
some b e B . Hence the maximal S-orbits are disjoint.
Proof. Apply Proposition 2.1 using the collection 
(p“1(b) : b e B) .
Proposition 3.1 allows us to view S-bundles as a 
situation in which we are able to mod out the maximal 
S-orbits.
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Proposition 3.2. If (E,p,B) is an S-bundle in which t 
is continuous, then each fiber is homeomorphic to S . The 
function t  _is continuous if S is compact.
Proof. Let b e B  and let xe p ' ^ b )  be a free generator
for p"'L(b). Define f:S-»p“1(b) by f(s)=sx . By 
continuity of the action f is continuous. The inverse
function of f is g : p-'^b)-* S defined by g(x1) = t  ( x  ' ,x)
for all x' ep (b) =Sx . The continuity of t  implies
that g is continuous. Hence f is a homeomorphism.
Suppose now that S is compact and that (e^,xa) -» (e,x)
in EA . Then T(ea,xa)xa = ea for every a , and
T(e,x)x = e. T (ea*xa) clusters to some seS. By continuity 
of the action, sx = t(e,x)x = e, so s = T(e,x). Thus T 
is continuous.
Definition 3.4. A bundle-morphism (f,u,g) from an S-bundle 
(E,p,B) to an S'-bundle (E',p',B') is a triple of mappings 
f:S-*S' , u:E-»E' , g j B-»B' satisfying 
(i) f e Mor J and u, g e Mor 3" ,
(ii) (f,u) e Mor ,
(iii) u (Ey) c  (E')y , and
(iv) p'u = gp .
We frequently denote the morphism schematically as follows:
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s E P Blf luP. ie
s ' E' B'
The category Bun Is defined as the category with 
objects all principal S-bundles, as S varies over all 
topological monoids, and with morphisms as have just been 
defined.
Ah S-bundle morphism (u,g) : (E,p,B) -♦ (E',p 1,B ') 
between principal S-bundles is a pair of mappings u : E-»E', 
g : B -» B ' such that (lg*u,g) is a bundle morphism. The
subcategory Bun(S) of Bun has objects all principal 
S-bundles and morphisms all S-bundle morphisms.
For each space B which is an object of S’ , there 
is a subcategory of principal S-bundles over B, denoted 
Bun^(S), which has as its objects all principal S-bundles 
with base space B and as morphisms all S-bundle morphisms 
of the form (u,1B). In this subcategory we frequently denote
(u,1B ) by u , and call u a B-morphism. To be a B-morphism
u must be an S-mapping which preserves free generators and 
makes the following diagram commutative:
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We show in Proposition 3-9 that each such u is actually 
an isomorphism in Bun . The preceding definitions are 
analogous to those in [11] for group bundles.
Let S e Ob J be fixed and let H = Hg(l) denote the
group of units of S . In the following two sections two 
covariant functors r = rg : Bun(S) ■»Bun(H) and
E= Eg : Bun(H) -♦ Bun(S) are constructed. We then show that
the two compositions T o y  and I ° T are naturally 
equivalent to the respective identity functors.
Section 3.1. The Functor r
Proposition 3.3. Let (E,p,B) be an S-bundle, s e S  and
x e EY . Then sx e EY _if and only if s e H .
Proof. Let b=p(x). Then p“^(b) = Sx ̂  S (sx) . If s e H,
then S = Ss, so Sx = S(sx), and hence sx is a generator of
p“^(b). Moreover, sx is free: if t(sx)=t'(sx) then
ts = t's, and hence t = t 1. Therefore s e H implies sx e EY .
Conversely, if sx e E , then Sx = S(sx), so there exists 
t e S  such that x = t(sx), which implies that ts = 1 .
Also, (st) (sx) = s(tsx) = sx = l*sx, so st = 1 . Hence s e H.
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Proposition 3.4. Let (E,p,B) be an S-bundle. The following 
are equivalent:
1. (E,p,B) satisfies property (#).
2. If F c E  and xeF*, then {x}Y c (FY)* .
3. If a net x -*x in E and if ge {x)Y, then
there is a subnet Xp and a corresponding net gp e (xp)Y 
such that g« -* g .p
Proof. 1. implies 2. Let x e F*. By property (*) there
exists g e [x}Y p (FY)* . By Proposition 3.3 (x)Y = Hg .
For h e H, the function : E •* E defined by Xh (x ) = hx
is a homeomorphism (with inverse ) • Since it is easily
verified (with the help of Proposition 3.3) that hFY = FY , 
we have hgeh[(FY )*] = (hFY )* = (FY )* . Hence
(x)Y = Hg c (FY)* .
2. implies 3. Let £xa : aeD) converge to x in E,
and let g e (x)Y . Then by assumption g e [ {x_ : p ;>a}Y]*P —
for all aeD. Let ={UcE : U is a neighborhood of g ) 
and let D' = D x ^  with order (a,U) ^ (p,V) if and only if 
a ^P and U c V  . For each (a,U) e D 1, since
{xe : p ;>a)Y D u / n  , we can choose a 1 =o(a,U) such thatp -
a' and such that there exists g^a ^  e fxa i)Y n IJ •
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Then converges to g and a defines a subnet of
xa as desired.
3. implies 1. Let PcE, x e F* . Then there exists 
a net x^ in F converging to x . By assumption for
ge (x}Y, there exists a subnet x_ and gQ e {x_}Y such
p p P
that gg-*g« Hence g e ( F Y )* .
Corollary 3.5* Let (E,p,B) be a principal S-bundle. Then 
H _is closed in S if and only if EY ijs closed in E .
Proof. Suppose H is closed, and let xe (EY)* . There is 
a net x q in EY converging to x . Let ge [x)Y . By 
Proposition 3.^ there is a subnet x and a corresponding 
net gp e [Xp}Y such that Sp -»g* Hence t (xp,gg) -» t (x,g),
where t  is the translation function. Proposition 3-3
implies that T(x_,gQ ) eH for each p, so T (x,g) eH andp P
x e Ey.
Conversely assume that EY is closed. Let seH*. 
There is a net sa in H converging to S . Fix g e E Y .
sag e Ey for every a, so sg e EY, which implies s e H .
We are now ready to define the functor r .
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Proposition 3.6. Let (E,p,B) be a, principal S-bundle. Then
1. T(E,p,B) = (EY,pY,B) _is a principal H-bundle, where
pY = p J Ey : EY -»B .
2. If (u,g) : (E,p,B) -» (F,q,C) is a morphism in 
Bun(S), then r(u,g) : (EY,pY,B) -♦ (FY,qY,C) is, a morphism in
Bun(H), where T(u,g) = (uY,g), uY = u )Ey :Ey -*Fy .
3. r : Bun(S) -*Bun(H) is a covariant functor.
Proof. 1. We first show that (EY,pY,B) is an H-bundle.
Proposition 3.3 shows that EY is an H-space with every
element free. Let b e B  and x e EY such that p”^(b) = Sx.
Then (pY)"‘*'(b) = (Sx) n = Hx . Hence for each beB,
(pY )"‘1'(b) is an H-orbit with a free generator. Thus we
need only show that pY is a quotient map. Let A cB such
that (pY)“1(A) is closed in EY . We must show that A 
is closed in B, which is equivalent to showing that p”'L(A)
is closed in E . Let a e p""^(A)*. By property (*) there 
exists xe  (a)Y fl[p“1(A)Y]*. But p_1(A)Y = p-1(A) n EY =
(pY)~‘1'(A), and therefore x e [ (pY)”‘L(A) ]* fl EY = (pY)”'1'(A),
since the latter is closed in EY . Thus x e p”"1'(A) and
-1 -1so a e p (A). Hence p (A) is closed and so A is
closed. This shows that pY is quotient and finishes the
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proof that (EY,pY,B) is an H-bundle.
The translation function t y  for r(E,p,B) is just
the translation function for (E,p,B) restricted to (EY)A f
and hence is continuous. Finally, every element of EY is 
free, so property (*) is superfluous. Hence r(E,p,B) is 
a principal H-bundle.
2. Clear.
3. Let (u,g) : (E,p,B) -♦ (F,q,C) and
(v,h) : (F,q,C) -* (G, r, D) be morphisms in Bun(S). r(u,g) 
and r(v,h) are clearly morphisms in Bun(H), and
r(v,h) o r(u,g) = (v|FY o u|EY, h og) = ((v° u)|EY,h° g)
= r(v°u,h°g) . Also r(lE,lB ) = (lEy , l B ). Hence
r is a covariant functor.
Proposition 3 * 7 *  Let (E,p,B) be an S-bundle. Then 
(E,p,B) satisfies property (.*) if and only if pY : EY -*B 
is an open map.
Proof. Suppose (E,p,B) satisfies property (*). In 
Proposition 3.6, part 1., we showed that (EY,pY,B) is 
an H-bundle using only that (E,p,B) satisfied property (*). 
Thus pY is quotient and hence open, as
(pY)"1pY(X) = HX = U (hX : h e H) 
for every X c E Y .
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Suppose pY is open. Let F c E  and xeF*. Let
b=p(x) and choose gep~^(b)Y. We show that ge (FY)*.
Let U be an open set containing g . Then pY(UOEY) is
an open set containing p(g)=b, and b e p(F*) <= p(F)* . Hence
there exists c ep(UflEY) 0 p(F). Choose h e U H E Y such
\
that p(h)=c. Then h e U n F Y. Therefore g e ( F Y)* .
Corollary 3.8. Let (E,p,B) be a principal S-bundle. Then 
p is an open map.
Proof. Let U be an open subset of E and x e U. We
show that p(x) ep(U)° . Let ge {x)Y and s  =  t  (x,g). By
continuity of the action there exists an open set V 
containing g such that sVcu. Now p(x) = p(g) e pY(V fl EY)
which is a subset of p(U), and pY is an open map by the 
previous proposition, so p(x) ep(U)° . Hence p is open.
The following proposition states that every morphism 
in BunB (S) is an isomorphism (or equivalence).
Proposition 3.9* Let (u,l) : (E,p,B) -♦ (E',p',B) be a 
morphism in Bun£ (S ). Then (u,l) is an isomorphism.
Proof. By Proposition 3.6 (u^,l) : r ( E , p , B )  - * r ( E ' , p ' , B )
is a morphism in BunB (H), where u1 = u|EY . By
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[11, Theorem 3.2], (u^l) is an isomorphism (in particular
u-f1 is continuous).
We show that u is bijective. Let x' eE'. Let
g ' e E ,Y, seS such that x'=sg'. There exists g e EY 
such that u^(g)=g'. Then u(sg)=x', so u is surjective. 
Suppose that u(x)=u(y) for some x,yeE. Then
p'u(x) =p(x) =p(y), so there is g e EY, s,teS such that 
x = sg and y = tg. Hence su(g)=tu(g) ; u(g)=u1(g) e E ,Y,
so s = t. Therefore u is injective, and hence bijective.
Finally we show that u~^ is continuous. Let x '
be a net in E' converging to an element x' eE'. Let
g' e (x')Y . By Proposition 3.4 there is a subnet x' andp
a net g' e(x' )Y converging to g'. Then s q  =  t ( x '  ,g' )P p P P p
converges to T(x',g')=s, and u1”1(g 1 ) -♦ u1"1(g'), so
u"1(x«p) = s pu1“1(g'p) -♦su1"1(g') =u"1(x'). Therefore u"1 
is continuous.
Definition 3.5. Let (E,p,B)=^ and (E',p',B) = 5 l be 
principal S-bundles. We say that § is congruent to §', 
denoted 5 if there is an isomorphism (u,lg) :§-*{•' .
Pictorlally we have
Section 3.2. The Functor E
In this section we construct the functor 
E : Bun(H) -♦ Bun(S) where S s Ob J is fixed and H = Hg(l). 
First, however, it is necessary to introduce a preliminary 
construction.
Let (E,p,B) be a principal S-bundle and let F be 
a right S-space. Define a relation ~ on E x F by 
(el'fl)~ (e2,f2  ̂ if e1 = s1x ,  e2 = SgX- , and = f2s2
for some x e EY and for some s^SgeS.
Lemma 3.10. Let ~ be defined as above.
1. If (e^ fx) ~ (e2,f2) and ê  ̂= , e2 = t2y for
some y e Ey and t^, tg e S, then f ^ l  = f2t2 *
2. _If (e,f) e E x F  and s e S, then (se,f) ~ (e,fs).
Proof. 1. Assume that e^ = s.jX , e2 = s2x and fisi = f2s2
where x e E Y, s^,s2 eS. Then s^x = e^ = t^y . Hence x and 
y are free generators for the same orbit. By Proposition
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3.3 there exists s e H  such that y = sx. Since 
s±x = t^y = t±sx , we have si = t^s for i = 1, 2. Hence
fltlS = fiSi = f2S2 = f 2t2s • Multiplying on the right by s“\  
we get f-jt̂  = fgt2 .
2. Let xe {e}Y . Then there exists t e S  such that 
e = tx. Thus se = stx, e = tx and f(st) = (fs)t. Hence 
(se,f)~(e,fs) .
Proposition 3.11. The relation ~ is. a closed equivalence 
relation. It can be characterized as the smallest equivalence 
relation on E x f  identifying (se,f) with (e,fs) for 
any seS, eeE, f e F .
Proof. That ~ is reflexive and symmetric is immediate. 
Suppose (el'fl) ~ (e2^f2  ̂ and (e2,f2^  ̂ e3,f3̂  ’ Then 
there exist x,yeEY and s^, s2, t2, t^ e S such that
el = S1X ' e2 = S2X , flsl = f2s2 and e2 “ t2y ' e3 = fc3y ' 
fgtg = • Since s2x = e2 = t2y , x and y are free
generators for the same orbit. By Proposition 3.3 there 
exists s e H  such that sx = y . Hence s2x = t2sx, so
s2 = t2s ’ Thus e^ = s^x , e^ = t^y= t^sx , fisi = f2s2 =
f2t2s = f3t3s * Therefore (e^, f.̂ ) ~ (e^, fg) $ and ~ is 
an equivalence relation.
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Let ((ea  ̂fa)> (e^ )) be a ne-fc converging to
|(e,f), (e',f ')j where (ea,fa ) ~ (e^,f^) for all a .
Let ge {e}Y. By Proposition 3.4- there is a subnet en
of e and a corresponding net g e (e_)Y = {e')Y converging a p p h
to g . Since e' converges to e', it follows that
P
{e)Y = ( e ‘)Y, so ge[e'}Y . Therefore t =T(e_,gQ)r “ P
converges to T(e,g)=t and t'=T(e',g ) converges top p p
Hence tg = e and t'g = e''. Also since
* fp t e ‘+ f , t ' * a n d  f p t p = f« tp f o r  e v e r y  P (b y  
part 2 of Lemma 3.10), we have ft = f't'. Hence
(e, f) ~ (e ', f 1), so ~ is closed.
By part 2 of Lemma 3.10, (se,f)~ (e,fs) for all s e S, 
eeE, feF. Let a be another equivalence relation which 
identifies all such pairs. If (e,f) ~ (e',f1) then there
exists xe{e}Y ={e')Y and s,s'eS such that e = sx, 
e ' = s'x and fs = f 's '. Then
(e,f) = (sx,f) a (x,fs) = (x,f 's ') a (s 'x,f1) = (e ', f 1) . Hence 
(e,f) a (e ',f 1), so ~ is contained in o .
Notation. We denote the equivalence class of (e,f) with 
respect to ~ by [e,f]. There exists a natural mapping 
■p : E x f -»E x P/^ sending (e,f) to [e,f]. E x F/~ with
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the quotient topology is denoted E[F]. It follows from 
Proposition 3.11 that E[F] is always a 1^-space.
Proposition 3.12. Let (E,p,B) be a principal S-bundle 
and let F be a right S-space. Then there exists an open 
mapping pF : E[F] -»B defined by pp ([e,f]) = p(e) . For
each beB, Pp^b) is homeomorphic to F .
Proof. . In the following diagram the projection tte is 






e [ f ] --------- B
If ^(ejf) = ̂ ( e ^ f 1) then (e,f)~(e', f '). Hence
there exist x e EY, s,s 1 e S such that e = sx , e'=s'x ,
so p(e) = p(sx) = p(x) = p(s'x) = p(e') . Hence
p7rE (e, f) = PTrE (e 1, f 1). Therefore there exists an induced
continuous pp : E[F] B such that the above diagram is 
commutative. Since r| is onto and pirE is open, pp is 
open.
Fix beB. Pp^b) is closed in E[F], so ^ 1 = ̂  | -n“’'LPp‘L(b)- 1 - 1 ,
is a quotient map by Theorem 1.1. Now,
-1 -l^N -1 -1 V _-l,PpX(b) = T r ^ p ^ t b )  = p “*L( b ) x F  . F i x  g e p “1( b ) n E Y .
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Consider the following diagram:
inc
p"1(b) x F > E X F E
inc V  pF V
where cp(x,f) = fT(x,g) . cp is continuous. If 
n'(x,f) = r,'(x',f'), then (x,f) ~  (x',f») ; x = r(x,g)g, 
x ' = T ( x ' , g ) g ,  so by Lemma 3.10 fT (x,g) = f ' t  ( x  1 ,g) . Hence
cp is constant on fibers of ri' , so there is induced a
(x,f) = (T(x,g)g,f) ~  (g,fT(x,g)), S O  l|/cp'Tl' (x,f) = *(fT(x,g)) = 
[g,fT(x,g)] = [x,f] , and cp'*(f) = cp' ([g,f]) = fT(g,g) = f . 
Therefore <p' is a homeomorphism. This completes the proof.
Definition 3.6. With the preceding notation the triple 
(E[F],pF,B) is called the fiber bundle over B with fiber 
F (viewed as a right S-space) and associated principal 
bundle (E,p,B). The semigroup S is called the structure 
semigroup of the fiber bundle.
This construction of the fiber bundle is the analogue 
in the category of principal o-bundles to the construction
continuous cp' : pF^(b) -»F such that cp'r)' = cp .
Define t : F -* p“1(b) by dr(f) = [g,f] . Then
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of fiber bundles from principal group bundles (see
[11, section 4.5]). The construction may be viewed as
replacing the fibers which are homeomorphic to S by
fibers homeomorphic to F .
Let (X,q,B) be a principal G-bundle where G is a
topological group, and let F be a right G-space. Then
— 1g*(x,y) = (gx,yg ) defines a left G-space structure on 
X x F . Normally X[F] is defined to be X x F / G  .
To see that the preceding definition of X[F] for the 
group case agrees with that given in Definition 3.6, assume 
(e,f) ~ (e',f'). Then e = sx , e'=s'x and fs = f's' for 
some x e X  and s,s'€G. It follows that e ^ s ' s ' ^ e
and f ’ = fss , and hence (e ',f') e G(e,f).
Conversely suppose (e',f') e G(e, f) . Then there 
exists g e G  such that e ' = ge and f'=fg“^ . Then 
e = l»e , e'=g.e , and f.l=f*.g . Since for a principal
group bundle every element (in particular e) is a free
generator, we have (e,f) ~ (e',f') . We sum up the preceding 
remarks in the following proposition.
Proposition 3.13. Let (X,q,B) be a principal G-bundle 
where G is a topological group, and let F be a right 
G-space. Then g.(x,y) = (gx,yg-1) defines a left action 
of G on X x F such that (x,y) ~ (x ',y') if and only if
I
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G(x,y) = G(x',y'). Hence X[P] = X x F / G  .
Proposition 3.14. Let G be a topological group, let 
(X,q, B) be a principal G-bundlet let S e Ob J , and let 
f:G-»S be a continuous homomorphism. Let H = Hg(l). Then
1. S Is a right G-space under s«g = sf(g).
2. tf:SxX[S]*»X[S] defined by m 1 (s, [x, t]) = [x, st] 
makes (X[S],qg,B) Into a principal S-bundle with
X[S]Y = { [x,s] : x e X , seH) , where X[S] and qg are as 
In Definition 3.6.
Proof. 1. Immediate.
2. We prove 2. In several steps.
(A) Let -n : Xx S -»X[S] = X X S / ~  = X x S / G  be the 
quotient map. As G Is a group, r| is open. Since ~ is 
closed by Proposition 3.11* X[S] is Hausdorff.
Define m : S X X x S - + X x S  by m(s,x,t) = (x,st) . 
Clearly m defines a continuous action of S on X x S .
(B) (x,t)~(x',t1) and s e S  implies (x,st)~ (x',st1).
If (x, t) ~ (x’,t1) then there exists g e G  such that
x'=gx and t'=tf(g)“ , so st'=stf(g)’“ , and hence 
(x,st)~ (x',st1).
(C) It follows from part (A) that there is an Induced
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continuous action m' : S x X[S] -*X[S] defined by 
m'(s,[x,t]) = [x,st] .
(D) Set Xy = { [x,h] : x e X ,  h e H} . Then each element
in Xy is a free generator of some qg^(b) .
Let x e X, h € H, and s,teS. If s.[x,h] = t.[x,h] , 
then (x,sh) ~ (x, th) , which implies sh = th and hence 
s = t . Therefore [x,h] is free.
Let b e B  and let x e q " ‘*'(b) =Gx . Then 
qs ([x,sh]) = q(x) = b , so S[x,h] c q^Cb) . Suppose
qs( [y**]) = ̂ (y) = b • There exists g e G  such that y = gx.
Thus, [y,t] = [gx,t] = [x,tf(g)] = [x,tf(gjh^h] , so
[y,t] = (tf(g)h"1)*[x,h] e S[x,h] . Hence qg^b) = S[x,h] .
(E) (X[S],qg,B) is an S-bundle.
This follows immediately from (A), (C), (D) and 
Definition 3.2.
(P) Xy = X[S]Y .
In (D) we showed that X^ c X[S]Y . If [x,t] =t-[x,l] 
is a free generator, then Proposition 3.3 implies that
t e H. Hence X[S]Y c X .Y
The next two steps show that the translation function
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on X[S] is continuous. We note that
X[SjA = (([x,s],[y,h]) !X,yeX, s e S, h e H and q(x) = q(y)).
Let t  be the translation function on X and set
cp = T| x t| . Then cp ; X x S x x x s X[S] x X[S] is an open map.
Note that cp"1(X[S]A) =
((x,s,y,h) :x,yeX, s € S, h e H, and q(x) = q(y)) , which is
naturally homeomorphic to X ^ x S x H  . Let cp' : X^ x S x H -* X^
be <P restricted to ^“^(XfS] composed with this 
homeomorphism. Then cp» is quotient by Theorem 1.1.
Define t 1 :Xa xSxH-»S by t  »((x,y),s,h) = s »f (t (x,y)) .h”1 . 
Clearly t 1 is continuous.
(G) t 1 is constant on fibers of cp' .
If cp'((x1,y1),s1,h1) = cp'( (x2,y2),s2,h2) , then
(xl,si) ~ (x2,s2) and (3rl,hi) ~ (y2,h2̂  * Therefore there 
exist s,teG such that x^ = sxg , x2 = lx2 , s1f(s)=s2l , 
and y1 = ty2 , y2 = ly2 , h1f(t)=h2l ; hence 
x1 = T(x;L,y1)y1 = T(x;L,y1)ty2 = sx2 = sT(x2,y2)y2, which implies 
sT(x2,y2) = T(x1,y1)t . Applying f to both sides and 
multiplying by s-ĵ on the left yields
s2f(T(x2,y2)) =s1f(sT(x2,y2))= s1f(T(x1,y1))f(t) . Multiplying
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by hg'1, on the right yields
s2f(T(x2,y2))h“1 = s1f(T(x1,y1 ) )h"1 . Hence
T ' ((x1,y1), =  T«((x2,y2),s2,h2) .
(H) There exists an induced continuous map Tg :X[S]^-»S
such that the following diagram is commutative. Tg is 
the translation function for X[S] .
a  T  'XA x S x H -----:—
/ rcp1 /
y  t s
X[S]A
That Tg exists and is continuous follows from (G).
To see that Tg is the translation function, let
([x,s],[y,h])eX[S]a. Then
Tg ([x,s], [y,h]) .[y,h] = sf (T(x,y))h“1[y,h] =
= [y*sf(T(x,y)] = [T(x,y)y,s] = [x,s] .
To finish part 2. we need to show that property (*) holds 
Let F cX[S] , [x,s]eF*. *n is open, so (x, s) e ri"1(F) *.
Let (x ,s ) be a net in ,n“1(F) converging to (x,s).U) U
Then [x ,1] is a net in FY converging to [x,l] e (fx,s]}Y .oc
Therefore property (*) holds. This completes part 2.
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Proposition 3-15. Let S e O W ,  H = Hg(l) and let (X,q,B)
be a principal H-bundle. Then
1. S is a right H-space under multiplication on the
MMM MM MHMmHImMMI MntfifeMMaMM MMMMaMMMMtfhaMMMMMMMMMMMMM MMM M̂MMM
right by H ;
2. SXX[S]-»X[S] defined by (s, [x, t]) -♦ [x,st] 
makes (X[S],qg,B) into a principal S-bundle j and
3. (X[S]Y,qgY,B) is H-bundle isomorphic to (X,q,B).
Proof. 1. and 2. follow immediately from Proposition 3.1̂ -. 
Proposition 3.6 implies that (X[S]Y,qgY,B) is a principal
H-bundle. Define ty:X-»X[S]Y by i|r(x) = [x,l] . Clearly
qgY o i)r = q , and i|( is clearly continuous. Finally
i|((hx) = [hx,l] = [x,h] =h.[x,l] = hi|r(x) , so is an H-bundle 
morphism. By Proposition 3.9 t is an isomorphism.
We are now ready to define the functor E .
Proposition 3.16. Define Z : Bun(H) -»Bun(S) by 
E(X,q,B) = (X[S],qg,B). If (u,g) : (X,q,B) -» (X * ,q ' ,B ') is
a morphism in Bun(H), define E(u,g) = (E(u),g) taking 
E(X,q,B) into ^(X'^qSB1) b£ E(u)([x,s]) = [u(x),s] . 
Then, D is a covariant functor.
Proof. The only point to be checked is the definition of
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E(u,g). We must show that £(u,g) is a well-defined 
morphism in Bun(S).
(A) [x,s]=[y,t] implies [u(x),s] = [u(y),t] .
If (x, s)~(y, t) , let h e H  such that x = hy . Then 
u(x) = hu(y) , so (u(x),s)~(u(y),t) .
Hence there is induced a continuous function 
E(u) : X[S] -»X 1 [S] such that n'u = X^u)^ .
(B) (E(u),g) is a morphism in Bun(S) .
E(u) ([x,h]) = [u(x) ,h] , so E(u) is generator-preserving. 
°Ls S(u) ([x,s]) = q.g ( [u(x),s]) = q'u(x) =gq(x) = gqg ([x,s] ) .
Finally, E(u) (s*[x,t]) = E(u)([x,st]) = [u(x),st] = s .E(u)([x,t]). 
Therefore (E(u),g) is a morphism in Bun(S).
The covariance of E and identity-preserving are 
immediate from the definition.
We close this section with an example illustrating 
the functor E . Let S = [-1,1] with operation multi­
plication. Then H= [-1,1). Define an action of H on
the circle by letting 1 act as the identity and
-1 as the antipodal map. Then S / H  =B is still
homeomorphic to the circle and (S ,p,B) is a principal 
H-bundle.
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The process of applying the functor £ to (S^p^B) 
is achieved by "clamping" [-1,1] onto the two antipodal
points of over a given point of B and "sliding"
the segment around the base space to obtain the total space 
consisting of the Mobius band. Each of the fibers are then 
intervals which are S-orbits with free generators each of 
the endpoints.
Section 3.3* The Functors E° T and r ° E
Before the major proposition of this section, we need 
the following preliminary result.
Proposition 3.17. Let (E,p,B) be a principal S-bundle.
Then £T (E,p,B) (E,p,B) under 0 : EY[S] -♦ E , where
0([g,s]) = sg .
Proof. Define e^:EY xS-*E by ©^(g*8) = sg . Clearly
0^ is a continuous surjection. Also, (g,s)~ (g',s')
implies there exists t e H  such that g ‘=tg and s = s't , 
so sg = s'tg = s'gl . Hence there exists an induced continuous
function 0 : EY[S] ^E satisfying 0([g,s]) = 01(g,s) = sg .
We show that (E,p,B) -* (E,p,B) is a
morphism in Bun(S) .
(EY[S])Y - r|(EY x H) by Proposition 3.14, and
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0([g>h]) =hg e Ey for every h e H  by Proposition 3.3. 
Therefore 0 is generator-preserving. Also 
0(s«[g,t]) = (st)g= s0([g,t]) , so 9 is an S-space morphism. 
Finally p0([g,s]) =p(sg) =p(g) = (pY)g([g,s]) . Hence
(0,1B ) is a morphism in Bun(S) . Proposition 3.9 implies
that (9,1^) is an isomorphism.
Proposition 3.18. Let S e Ob J and let H = Hg (1) denote
the group of units of S . Then the categories of principal 
S-bundles Bun(S) and principal H-bundles Bun(H) are 
equivalent via the functors T and E of Propositions 
3.6 and 3.12, respectively (that is, there exist natural 
equivalences a between ST and the identity functor on 
Bun(S) and (3 between T E and the identity functor on 
Bun(H)). The categories Bunp(S) and BunB (H) are 
equivalent via the restrictions of T and E .
Proof. Let § = (E,p,B) be a principal S-bundle. Define 
<x(§) = (a(E),lB ) : ? -» ET (?) by a(E) (sg) = [g,s] , where
g e Ey, s e S  . By Proposition 3.17 a(§) = (0-1,lB ) is a
bundle isomorphism.
Let (u,f) : § = (E,p,B) (E',p',B') = § ' be a morphism
in Bun(S). To see that a is a natural equivalence, we 
need to show that E T (u,f) 0 a(?) = a(?') 0 (u,f) . This
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Now a(E')u(sg) = a(E')(su(g)) = [u(g),s] , and
ET (u)a(E) (sg) = ST (u)([g,s]) = [T(u) (g),s] = [u(g),s] for
every g € EY, s e S . Hence the diagram is commutative and 
a is a natural equivalence.
On the other hand let 5 = (X,q,B) be a principal 
H-bundle. By part 3 of Proposition 3.15#
(0(X),1B) : (X,q,B) -♦ (X[S]Y,(qg)Y,B) , where 0 (X)(x) = [x,l] 
for every x e X  is an Isomorphism in Bun(H). Define 
0(g) = (0(X),1B ).
Suppose (v,f) :?*♦?’ * where g ' ^ X ' ^ q ^ B ' )  , is a 
morphism in Bun(H). To show 0 is a natural equivalence 





r  e ( v )
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Now 0(X')v(x)= [v(x),l] and
r E (v)0(X) (x) = r E (v) ([x,l]) = [v(x),l] . Therefore p 
is a natural equivalence. The last statement of this 
proposition follows easily form the preceding considerations.
Using Proposition 3.18, one can transfer much of the 
well-developed structure theory for principal group bundles 
to principal semigroup bundles. The following theorem is 
due to Gleason [7]. If the reader is not familiar with the 
definition of a Lie group, see, for example, [14] .
Theorem 3.19* Let G be a compact Lie group which acts 
on a completely regular space X. Let x e X and let U be 
a neighborhood of x such that gy ̂  y for all y e U , 
except for g = 1 . Then there exists a closed neighborhood 
N of x and a closed subset C of N such that the orbit 
of every point of N has exactly one point in common with 
C . If U is compact, then N may be chosen to be compact.
We apply Theorem 3.19 to the case of a topological 
monoid S which has a compact Lie group for its group of 
units, obtaining a local cross-section theorem for semigroup 
bundles.
Proposition 3.20. Let S e Ob J such that H = Hg (l) is a 
compact Lie group, and let (E,p,B) be a principal S-bundle
I
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such that E is locally compact. If b € B, then there is 
a neighborhood M of b and a, continuous function u : M -»EY 
such that pYu = 1M , where pY : EY -*B is the restriction
of p to EY .
Proof. Proposition 3.6 implies that (EY,pY,B) is a 
principal H-bundle. H is a closed subset of S , so
EY is a closed subset of E by Corollary 3.5* Hence EY 
is locally compact. Every element of EY is a free generator,
so the hypotheses of Theorem 3.19 hold. Let x e E Y such
that p(x) =b . Choose N a compact neighborhood of x 
and C a closed subset of N satisfying the conclusion 
of Theorem 3.19* PY is an open map by Proposition 3.7t 
so M = p(N) = p(C) is a neighborhood of b . The map
p' = p|C : C -*M is a continuous bisection. C is compact,
so p ' is a homeomorphism. Set u = p ,’“1 . Clearly u 
satisfies the conclusion of the proposition.
CHAPTER IV 
FURTHER PROPERTIES OF SEMIGROUP BUNDLES
In this chapter we investigate semigroup analogues 
of some of the properties of group bundles.
Section 4.1. Induced Bundles
We recall [li, pp. 42-43] that if § = (X,q,B) is a 
principal G-bundle, where G is a topological group, and 
f :B^-*B is a continuous function, then f*(§) = (X^,q1,B1)
is also a principal G-bundle, and (f^,f) : (X^,q^,B^)■-»(X,q,B)
is a morphism in Bun(G), where
X^ = {(b,x) : b e B ^  x e X, and f (b) = q(x)) ,
pl :Xl"*Bl is ^efined by Pi(b»x )=b » an(i 
f l :X i - X  is defined by f^(b,x)=x .
An analogous result holds for principal S-bundles.
Proposition 4.1. Let S e Ob J and let H = Hg (1) denote the 
group of units of S . Let (E,p,B) be a principal S-bundle,
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and let f:B^-*B be a continuous function. Set
= {(b,e) : b e B^, e e E, and f(b)=p(e)} , and define
P1 : E1 "* B * fl : E1 "* B ^  Pi(k*e) = b t fi(b>e)=e • Then
1. E^ Is an S-space under s • (b,e) = (b,se) .
2. (E^,p^,B^) ijs a principal S-bundle isomorphic to 
£[f*(r(E,p,B))] . Also E^ = {(b,g)eE1 : g e E Y} .
3. (f^,f) : (E^,p^,B^) (E,p,B) is a morphism in Bun(S).
Proof. 1. Clear.
2. E[f*(T(E,p,B))] is a principal S-bundle by 
Propositions 3.6, 3.14 and the remarks preceding the 
statement of this proposition. E[f*(r(E,p,B))] = (E',p’,B^) ,
where E' = (eYj^s] , p 1 = [(pY)-^ . Define a function
(Ey)1 x S-*E1 by (b,g),s) = (b,sg) . cp1 is a 
continuous morphism of S-spaces. Recall the relation ~ .
(A) ((b,g),s)~((b,,g'),sl) implies (b,sg) = (b1,s'g').
If ((b,g),s) ~ ((b ',g'), s ’), then there exists h e H  
such that (b',g') =h.(b,g) = (b,hg) and s = s'h, so 
b = b ' and g'=hg. Thus sg = s ,hg = s'g' .
Therefore there exists an induced continuous function 
<p s E 1 E^ such that q>n B > where p : (EY)1 x s ■* E 1 is




?!<¥>([ (t»,g),s]) = p1(b,sg) = b and p ' ([ (b,g),s]) =
(p^)Q_(b>g) = b .
Let (b,sg) , (b',s *g*) e , where b,b ' e , s,s 1 e S , 
and g, g ' e EY .
(B) (b,sg) = (b',s'g?) implies ((b,g),s)~ ((b ' ,g1 ),s ') .
sg = s'g' implies that g and g 1 are in the same
S-orbit in E . Hence there exists h e H  such that g' =hg
which implies that s = s'h , so ((b,g),s)~ ((b1 ,g'),s ') .
Thus there is a well-defined function f : E^ -»E '
defined by i|r(b,sg) = [ (b,g),s] .
(C)  ̂ is continuous.
Let (b ,s g ) -» (b,sg) in E- . By Proposition 3.4
Ot OC OC X
there is a subnet s0g0 of s g and a corresponding netP P a a
go € (s0g0)Y such that g i -»g . Then there exist s'eS P p P P P
I
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such that Spgp = s^g£ for every 0 . Thus s^ = T(s^,g£)
converges to s = T(sg,g) , so ♦ (*>£* spgp) = [(bp,g^),s^]
converges to [ (b,g),s] = ijr("b,sg) . Hence i|r is continuous.
Clearly <p and i|r are mutual inverses. Hence, E1
and E ’ are isomorphic as S-spaces. . Part 2 now follows 
immediately. EY = qp(E'Y) = ((b,g) € E1 : g e EY.} .
3. Clearly f^ is an S-map and pf^ = fp^ . If
(b,g)eEY , then f1(b,g) = g e EY, so f^ is generator- 
preserving. Hence (f^f) :(E^,p^,B^) -» (E,p,B) is a
morphism in Bun(S) .
Definition 4.1. If f : B^-»B is continuous and § = (E,p,B) 
is a principal S-bundle, set f*(§) = (E^,p^,B^) . Then 
f*(§) is the induced principal S-bundle of (E,p,B) under f.
When f : B^ -* B is an inclusion we have a slightly 
better proposition.
Proposition 4.2. Let (E,p,B) be a principal S-bundle,
B^ a subset of B , and i:B^-*B inclusion. Set
E 1 = p"^(B^) and p ’ = p |E1 . Then E ' is a sub-S-space of 




Proof. Clearly E' Is an S-space. Define cp:E'-*E^ ,
j ,• E ^ E 1 by qp(x) = (p(x),x) and t(b,x)=x , where E^
Is as In Proposition 4.1. Clearly 9 and ♦ are mutually 
inverse S-maps, and p1cp = p 1 . The conclusion now follows 
immediately.
Definition 4.2. If g = (E,p,B) is a principal S-bundle,
B^ c B, and i : B^ -♦ B is inclusion, then the principal
S-bundle i*(g) is called the restriction of (E,p,B) to 
B^ and is denoted g | B^ .
Proposition 4.3. Let g = (E,p,B) and g ' ^ E ' j p ^ B )  be 
principal S-bundles. Let U c B, and let g : B2 -»B^ ,
f:B^-»B be continuous functions. Then
1. g = g 1 implies f*(g)=f*(g') .
2. lg*(5) .
3. (fg)*(5) s S*(f*(5)) •
4 . (f|f-1 (U))«(S|u) ■ f*(S)|f-1 (U) .
Proof. 1. Let 0 :E-»E' be an isomorphism; that is,
( 1 S , 0 , 1 B ) : g-*g' . Define p ^ E - ^ E ^  by P-^b^x) = (br P (x)).
Then (ls,Pr lBi) : f*(5) *♦ f*(5') • This does 1.
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2. Immediate from Proposition 4.2.
3. Define 0 : Eg** (E1)2 by P(bg,x) = (bg,(g(bg),x)) ,
where Eg is the analogue of E^ for Bg . Then
(1Q,P,:U ) is a generator-preserving isomorphism from 
2
(fg)*(S) to g*(f*(?)) .
4. Let i : U-*B , j : f"^(U) **B^ be inclusions. Then
fj = i(f|f“1(U)) . Hence part 4 follows from part 3 and 
Proposition 4.2.
Proposition 4.4. Let S,TeOb*^, let §= (E,p,B) be a 
principal S-bundle, let x=(F,q,C) be a principal T-bundle, 
and let (f,g,h) : (S , 5) -* (T , x) be a morphism in Bun.
Then there exists a unique morphism (f, 6,1) : (S , §) -* (T , h* (x))
such that
1. 1^6 = g , and
2. (f,g,h) = (^h^g^f,©,!) ; that is,
p§ : S ------ E  Blf J” !■
h*(x) : T ------ F1 Bj1 |hl q |h
x : T ------ F  C
Proof. Define O j E  + F.̂  by 6(x) = (p(x),g(x)) . If
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x e EY then 0(x)= (p(x),g(x)) efJ because g preserves 
generators. Clearly 0 satisfies 1. and 2. If 0' also 
satisfies 1. and 2,, then q-̂ 0* =p , h ^ ^ g  implies
0'(x)= (p(x),g(x)) , so 0'=0 .
Corollary 4.5. (Uniqueness of induced bundles). Let 
§ = (E,p,B) be a principal S-bundle and let f : C •+ B be 
a continuous function. If X=(F,q,C) is a principal 
S-bundle and (a, f) : x ■* ? jLs a morphism in Bun(S), then 
X s f * (S).
Proof. There exists 0 : F *♦ E^ generator-preserving such
that (1, a,f) = (ljf^f) (1,0,1). The conclusion follows 
from Proposition 3.9.
Section 4.2. Change of Structure Semigroup
In this section we are concerned with generalizing 
Proposition 3.14 to monoid homomorphisms. More specifically, 
let S and T be objects of J with groups of units 
H and G , respectively, let f : S T be a continuous 
monoid homomorphism, and let (E,p,B) be a principal 
S-bundle. We wish to construct a principal T-bundle using 
(E,p,B) and f , as in Proposition 3.14. T is naturally 
a right S-space under the action t.s = tf(s) , so a natural 
candidate for a principal T-bundle is the triple (E[T],pT,B)
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constructed in Propositions 3.11 and 3.12, under the action 
t«[e,t'] = [e,tt‘] . A straightforward proof of the 
continuity of this action seems to require the map 
T x E x T -» T x E[T] sending (t,e,t') to (t,[e,t']) to be 
quotient. The following proposition avoids this dilemma.
Proposition 4.6. Let S , T e Ob J with groups of units H 
and G , respectively. Let (E,p,B) be. a principal S-bundle 
and let f : S -»T be. a continuous monoid homomorphism.
Set ^  = f |H : H-*T and f 2 = f |H : H -»G . Then
1. T is a right S-space under t»s = tf(s) and G 
and T are right H-spaces under t.h = tf^(h) and
g.h = gf2(h) , respectively.
2. (EY[T],pYr B) and ((e Y[g ])[T],(p vg )t ,B) are
principal T-bundles isomorphic under Q : EY[T] -♦(EY[G])[T] 
defined by 0([x,t]) = £[x,l],t| .
3. (E[T],pT,B) is a principal T-bundle under the 
action t-[e,t •] = [e,tt'] , isomorphic to (EY[T],pYT,B)
\mder cp : EY[T] -*E[T] defined by <p([x, t]) = [x,t] . Also
(E[T])y = {[x,g] : x € Ey, geG) .
4. Define fT :E-»E[T] bjr f(e) = [e,l]. Then
(f,fT,l) : (E,p,B) -»(E[T],pT,B) is a morphism in Bun.
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Proof. 1. Immediate.
2. That (EY[T],pYT,B) is a principal T-bundle follows 
from Proposition 3.14, using the principal H-bundle
(EY,pY,B) and f^ for f . Similarly, using f2 for f
and the same H-bundle implies that (EY[G],pYG,B) is a 
principal G-bundle. Thus ((EY[G])[T],(pYG )T,B) =
E T [(EY[G],pYG,B)] is a principal T-bundle. Let (E',p',B) 
be this last bundle. Recall that
E* = (Ey [G])[T] = J(Ey x G ) / H  x
Define 0.̂  : EY x T -♦ E' by e1(x,t) = £[x,l],tj
Clearly 0^ is continuous.
(A) [x,t] = [x',t'] implies j[x,l],tj = j[x',l],tj
If [x, t] = [x', t 1 ], then there exists h e H  such that 
x = l.x, x'=h.x, and t.l = t'.f(h) . Hence [x,l] = 1*[x,l] , 
[x',1 ] = [hx,l] = [x,f(h)] = f(h) *[x,l] , and t«l = t'*f(h) , so
jjx,l],tj = £[x',l],tj
Therefore there is induced a continuous function
0 : Ey[T] E 1 such that 0t)t = 0^ .
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(EY[T])Y = {[x,g] : x e EY and g e G} and 
8([x,g]) = [[x,l],gj e E ,Y . Hence 6 is generator-
preserving. Clearly (1T,0,lg) is a morphism in Bun(T)
from (Ey[T],pYT,B) to (E',p',B) . Proposition 3.9 
implies that 6 is an isomorphism. This does 2.
3. We define two mutually inverse continuous functions 
qp and \Jr such that the following diagram is commutative:
\|r
E[T] , I » E y [T]
TB
We proceed in steps, as in Proposition 4.1.
(A) e e E , t e T , x,x' e {e}Y, e = sx = s 'x' implies
(x,tf (s)) ~H (x tf (s ')) in EY x T .
There exists u e H such that x ' = ux , and it follows
that s = s'u . Then x = l*x , x ’=u.x , tf (s) = tf (s ' )f(u) ,
so (x,tf(s)) ~R (x',tf(s1)) .
Define ^  : E x T -* EY[T] by ^ ( e ^ )  =[x,tf(s)] ,
where e = sx , xe {e)Y . (A) implies that is well-
defined .
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(B) ^  is continuous.
Let (e ,t ) -*(e,t) in E X T .  There exists a subnet' a a
xo € converging to an xe{e}Y . Let s =T(e0,xo)p P p P p
for every 0 , and s = r(e,x) . Then ^ ( e  ,tp) = [x^f tpf(Sp)],
which converges to [x, tf (s) ] = ̂ (e, t) . Hence i|r̂ is 
continuous.
(C) (e, t) ~ T (e t ') implies ̂ (e^t) = ♦1(e',t') .
(e,t) ~T ( e t 1) implies there exist s,s'eS , x e EY
such that e = sx , e'=s'x, and tf (s) = t 'f (s '). Therefore 
^(e,t) = [x,tf(s)] = [x,t'f(s')] = ̂ ( e S t 1) .
(D) There exists an induced continuous function
i|r : E[T] -♦ EY[T] such that t̂)T = .
Immediate from (C).
Define ^  : EY x T E[T] by cp^x^t) = [x,t] . Clearly 
is continuous.
(E) (x,t) ~R (x',t») implies (x,t) ~T ( x t r) .
Obvious.
Hence there exists an induced continuous function 
cp: Ey [T] E[T] such that «PnH = . Clearly V and ♦
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are mutual Inverses and the diagram preceding (A) Is 
commutative.
Therefore E[T] becomes a T-space under t»[e,t'j = 
[e,tt'] and (E[T],pT,B) Is a principal T-bundle,
T-bundle isomorphic to (EY[T], Pyt> B). Clearly (E[T])Y =
cp((EY[T])Y) = {[x,g] : x € EY, g 6 G} .
4. fT is clearly generator-preserving and
pTfT = lgp , fT (se) = [se,l] = [e,f(s)] = f(s)•[e, 1] = f(s).fT(e).
This completes part 4.
Definition 4.3. Let S,TeOb^, let 5= (E,p,B) be a 
principal S-bundle, and let f :S-*T be a continuous 
monoid homomorphism. The T-bundle (E[T],pT,B) in
Proposition 4.6 is called the principal T-bundle derived 
from ? by (T,f), and is denoted by The morphism
(f,fT,l) : 5 f*(5) is called the canonical morphism.
Remarks. In the preceding proposition we have shown that 
each of (E[T],pT,B) , (EY[T],pYT,B) , and
((Ey [G])[T],(pYG)T,B) are isomorphic principal T-bundles.
The canonical morphism (f,fT,l) : ? *♦ f#(?) changes for 
each of the three choices, as is shown below.
1. (E[T],pT,B) . fT(e.) = [e,l] ,
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2. (EY[T],pYT,B) . fT(e) = [x,f(s)] , where xe{e)Y
and t (e,x) = s .
3. ((EY[G])[T],(pYG)T,B) . fT(e) = [[,,*(.)] , i| .
We next state a proposition analogous to Proposition 4.4.
Proposition 4.7. Let S , T e O W ,  let § = (E,p,B) he a 
principal S-bundle. let X=(F,q,C) be a principal T-bundle, 
and let (f,g,h) : (S , 5) (T , x) Le a morphism in Bun.
Then there exists a unique morphism (1T, e, h) : f* (S) -* x 
such that
1. ©fT = g , anl




Note: E^ is one of E[T] , Ey [T] , or (EY[G])[T] , and
pf is the corresponding quotient map. For each of these 
choices, the corresponding 6 is 0([e,t]) = tg(e),
0([sx,t]) = tf(s)g(x), 0([[x,t],t ']) = tt'g(x), respectively,
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Proof. We prove the proposition with E^ = EY[T] .
Define 0^ : EY x T P by ©^(x,t) = tg(x) . Clearly 
0^ is continuous. Now (x,t) ~H ( x t ') implies there
exists u e H  = Hg (l) such that x ’=ux , t'=tf(u) , so 
t'g(x1) = t'f(u)g(x) = tg(x) . Therefore there is an induced
continuous function 0 : EY[T] -♦ F such that e r)H = 0^ .
(A) 0 is generator-preserving.
(EY[T])Y = {[x,v] : x e Ey and v e H T(l)} , and
0([x,v]) = vg(x) eFy as g is generator-preserving.
(B) (1T,0,h) : f*(§) * is a morphism in Bun.
Let [x, t] e Ey[T] , t'eT . Then 
0(t1*[x,t]) = t'tg(x) = t'0([x,t]) ; also
q0([x,t]) =q(tg(x)) =qg(x) =hp(x) =hpYT([x,t]) . Therefore 
(1T,0,h) is a morphism in Bun.
(C) (f,g,h) = (l,0,h)(f,fT,l) .
We need only show that g = 0fT . Let e = sx e E , x e EY . 
Then 0fT(e) = 0([x,f(s)]) = f(s)g(x) = g(sx) = g(e) .
This proves parts 1. and 2.




If 0 1 also satisfies the conclusion, then
0 !q = hpYT = 0q and 0'fT = g = 0fT . Let [x,t] eEY[T] .
0([x,t]) =t.0([x,l]) =t.0fT(x) = t 0'fT(x) = t0 '([x,l]) =
= 0'([x, t]) . Thus 0 = 0' .
Corollary 4.8, (Uniqueness of derived bundles). Let 
S = (E,p,B) be a principal S-bundle and let f : S T be 
a morphism in cf . If x = (F><1>B) is a principal T-bundle 
and (f, g, 1B ) : § •♦ X is a morphism in Bun, then x s f* (§) .
Proof. There exists a morphism (1,0,1) in Bun such that 
the following diagram is commutative:
(1,0,1) is the desired isomorphism.
Corollary 4.9. Let § = (E,p,B) be a principal S-bundle, let 
f : S «♦ T be a morphism in J , and g : C “♦ B a continuous 
function. Then g*(f*(§)) s f*(g*(§)) •
Proof. Applying first Proposition 4.7 and then Proposition 
4.4, we get morphisms (1,0^,g) and (1,02,1) such that 
the following diagram is commutative. The morphisms 






(1,9pi) is the desired isomorphism.
Remark. In [13], f*(?) ls denoted by f£ and g*(§)
by ?g . Corollary 4.9 then takes on an "associative law" 
look: f(5g) s (f§)g .
Corollary 4.10. Let ? be a principal S-bundle, let X 
be a principal T-bundle, and let (f,g,h) : § -» X be a 
morphism in Bun. Then f*(§)s g*(x) .
Proof. Proposition 4.7 implies there exists a morphism 
(1,0^ 11) : f*(5) n  such that (1, 0-^h) (f,fT, 1) = (f,g,h) .
Proposition 4.4 implies there exists (1,02,1) : h*(x) "*£*(§)
such that ( l , e 1 #h )  (1,02,1) = (l,g1,h) . (1,02,1) is the
desired isomorphism.
We close this section with the derived bundle analogue 
of Proposition 4.3.
Proposition 4.11. Let S,T,U e Ob J, let f:S-+T , g:T-*U
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be morphisms in J , and let 5 = (E,p,B) , 5’ = (E',p',B) 
be principal S-bundles. Then
1. ?=§' implies f*(S)sf*(§') .
2. (ls)*(5)s 5 .
3. (gf)*(S) -g*(f*(5)) .
Proof. 1. Let (l,a,l) : ?-♦§' be an isomorphism. Let 
(f, f£, 1) : “*f*(§1) be the canonical morphism. There
exists a morphism (1,6,1) : f*(§) f*(? ') such that
(l,0,l)(f,fT,l) = (f,f£,l)(l,ct,l) . (1,6,1) is the desired
isomorphism.
2. (1S,1E,1B) factors through (lg)*(S) j that is,
there is a morphism (1,0,1) : 1*(§) -*5 such that
(1, 0,1) (1, lr|i,l) = (lg,lg, lg) .
3. There exists a morphism (1,0,1) : (gf)*(§) -*g#(f*(§)) 
such that (1,0,1) (gf, (gfj^l) = (g,gu,l)(f,fT,l) .
Section 4.3. Baer Sums of Principal Bundles
Let S e Ob J and let B e Ob 'S . S acts on S x B 
under s^*(s,b) = (s^s,b) , and (SxB,tt,B) is a principal 
S-bundle when S x B  is given the product topology, it is
projection on B . The set of free generators is H x B ,
where H is the group of units of S , and for each b e B 
ir’,̂ (b) = S«(l,b) = S*(u,b) = Sx (b) for each u e H  .
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Definition 4.4. Let S e Ob J and let B e Ob 3" . e = eBg =
(S x B,ir,B) is called the trivial principal S-bundle over B.
If 5 = (E,p,B) is a principal S-bundle, § is called 
trivial if § s £ ,
Notation. In this section, we denote f*(§) by f? and 
g*(S) by §g , where § = (E,p,B) is a principal S-bundle, 
f : S -»T is a morphism in J , and g : C-»B is continuous.
Lemma 4.12. Let 5 = (E,p,B) be a principal S-bundle, let 
f : S -* T be a morphism in J , and let g : C -* B be continuous . 
If ? is trivial, then so are f^ , ?g , and f?g .
Proof. Let (1,a, 1) : eBg -* § be an isomorphism in Bun.
Clearly (1, lx g ,g) : ecg eBg is a morphism in Bun, and
Corollary 4.5 implies that ec g = §g . Similarly Corollary
4.8 implies that f§ s eBT . Finally f§g = eCT is an 
immediate consequence of the first two parts.
Lemma 4.13. Let = (E^,p^,B^) be principal S^-bundles,
i = 1,2 . Then
1. §1 x ?2 = (E1 x E2,p^ x p2,B1 x B2) is a principal
S i X S 2 - bundle, where all spaces have the product topology, 
and the action of S^ x s2 on E^ x Eg is coordinatewise.
2. If i = l,2 then ?1 x 52 = § { x ? ^ .
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Proof. 1. Sj x Sg is an object of J and p1 x pg is an
open map by Corollary 3.8, and hence quotient. Clearly 
(sl,s2)(ei,e2)= (siei,s2e2) is a continuous action, and
(Px x p2)“1(b1,b2) = p^1(b1) x p21(b2) = x SgXg =
x S2) (x-^Xg) , where x± e (p“1(bjL))Y , i = l,2 . Also 
(E^ x E2)y = eJ xe ^ and the translation function t = x t2 
is continuous. Lastly (p-lx P2)Y = (P^ x P2) I (Ei x E2^ = 
p^ x P2 is an open map by Proposition 3.7 • We have shown 
that (E^ x E2*Pi x P2,B1 x B2  ̂ is an S1 X S2 “ bund^e with
continuous translation function and with (Pj x P2)Y open. 
Proposition 3.7 implies the bundle is principal.
2. If (l,a^,l)  ̂ are isomorP ^ sms  ̂ i = l*2 ,
then (1,0̂  x a2A )  : 5^ x §2 * ?i x ?2 is an lsomorPhism*
Convention. For the remainder of this section we restrict 
the category J to the subcategory Cl of abelian monoids. 
The remainder of this section appears in [13] for (algebraic) 
group extensions.
Fix an object A of G and an object B of 3" .
We write the operation in A additively, and denote the
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identity of A by 0 . A x A has coordinatewise addition.
If (E,p,B) is a principal A-bundle, we write the action 
of A on E as addition.
Definition 4.5. Define 7 = : A x A -» A and A = Ag : B B x B
by 7 (a^,a2) = a^ + a2 and A(b) = (b,b) . 7 is called the
codiagonal homomorphism for A and . A is called the 
diagonal map for B .
Note that V is a morphism in G  and that A is a 
continuous function. Let Bun(B,A) denote Bun^ (A )
modulo the equivalence relation s . By a cardinality 
argument we may regard Bun(B,A) as a set. Elements of 
Bun(B,A) are equivalence classes of principal bundles. If 
? is an object in Bunp(A) , then [§] denotes its 
equivalence class in Bun(B,A) .
Definition 4.6. For [?^] and [52J elements of Bun(B,A), 
define [§1] + [?2] = [V(?1 x §2)A] , which is another 
element of Bun(B,A) . [§1] + [?2] is called the Baer sum
of [?1] and [g2] .
Note that Lemma 4.13# Propositions 4.3 and 4.11 show 
that the Baer sum is well-defined. Thus for simplicity 
leave off the brackets in Definition 4.6 and in the following.
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The following sequence of lemmas shows that Baer sum 
makes Bun(B,A) into a commutative semigroup with identity 
element the class containing e = eBA . Fix 5^  ?2,
elements of Bun(B,A) ,. ̂  = (E^,p^,B) , i = 1,2,3 .
Lemma 4.14. + §2 s ?2 + ^1 ' Thus + is commutative.
Proof. Define tA : A x A - » A x A  by tA (a1#a2) = (a2,a1 ) , 
and similarly define tE : E^ x Eg ■+ Eg x E^ and 
tB : B x B ■» B x B . Then (tA, tE, tB ) : x §2 -» §2 x ^  is a
morphism in Bun , and Corollary 4.10 implies that
tA (5iX§2) s (?2 x ?l^tB * Note that VtA = v and ^  = A * 
as VtA (a^,a2) = a2 + a^ = a^ + a2 , and tgA(b) = (b,b) . Thus
V ^ x ^ ) *  = (VtA )(5l X §2)A ■ V(52 xg1)(tBA) = v(§2 x § 1)A . 
Hence ?1 + §2 a §2 + .
Lemma 4.15. Let 5 = (E,p,B) be a principal A-bundle. Set 
(? x e)A = (E',p',B) . Then
1. E 1 = ((b, (e, (a,b))) : e e E, a e A, b e B and p(e) = b) .
Define a:E'-*E bjr a[ (b, (e, (a,b))) ] = a + e  . Then also
2. (V,a, 1) is a morphism in Bun , and
3. § + e = ? , so € is the identity for Baer sum.




2. Clearly a is continuous. We must show that a
preserves generators and that p a = p • , a[(a^,ag)+ e 1] =
(a^ + a2) + a(e 1) for all a^,a2 eA and e'eE' .
A generator in E 1 must be of the form (b,(x,(a,b))) , 
where (x,(a,b)) is a generator in Ex (AxB) , which in
turn must have generators in each coordinate, so x e EY
and a is a unit in A , so a[(b,(x,(a,b)))] = a + x e EY .
pa[ (b, (e, (a,b))) ] = p(a+e) =p(e) = p 1 [ (b, (e, (a,b))) ] . 
atCa^ag) + (b, (e, (a,b)))] = a[ (b, (ax + e, (a2 + a,b)))] =
ag + a + â  ̂+ e = V(a1,a2)+ a[(b,(e,(a,b)))] . Hence (V,a,l) 
is a morphism in Bun.
3. From part 2. we have (V,a,l) : (§ x e)4 ■♦ § .
Corollary 4.8 implies that § sV(5 x e)A .
Lemma 4.16. Let f ̂ : A -» A^ be continuous monoid, homo- 
morphisms, where A^ are objects in & , and let g^ : -»B
be continuous functions, i = 1,2 . Then
1. fg) ̂ 1  X 2̂) = ^*1^1* ^*2^2 *
2. (®l * Sg) ~ * 5gSg •
Proof. 1. ( f ^ f g ,  (fi)A  ̂ (^2^A *̂1̂ 1 * *̂2̂ 2*L 2
factors through (f^x fg)(5^ x ? 2) .
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2. Similar to part 1.
Lemma 4.17. Let (a,p,y) : 5^ x (§2 x §^) ■* ( S ^  §2) x
be defined by a[(a^(a2,a^))] = ( (a1,a2),a^) , and
similarly for 0 and Y . Then
1. (Ax 1b )A = Y(lg x A)A .
2. V(Vx lA )a = V(lA x V) .
3. ?i + (?2+ ? 3̂  S (?i + ?2^+ 5 3 ' so Baer sum is
associative.
Proof. 1. y(lB x A)A(b) = y (1b x A)(b,b) = Y(b,(b,b)) = 
((b,b),b) = (Ax lB )(b,b) = (AxlB)A(b) .
2. Similar to 1.
3. We have ?1 + (?2 + §3) = v l ^  x v(§2 x §3)A ] A
s V(lA x V)[?x x (?2 x §3)] (lB x A)A (by Lemma 4.16)
= V(vx 1A ) (atSj x (§2 x ]) (1B x A) A (by Part 2 * above)
= V(7x lA )([(S1 x 52) x §3]Y)(lB x A)A (by Corollary 4.10)
S V(1A x V) [ (§2 x §2) x §3] (A x 1b )a (by part 1. above) 
s (§2 + §2) +
Lemma 4.18. Suppose that A is an abelian topological 
group, and let ? = (E,p,B) be a principal A-bundle with 
translation function t  . Let i : A -» A be the map
1. E' = {(b,(x,y)) : p(x) =b = p(y)) .
Define a:E' -> A x B bjr a[ (b,(x,y))] = (t (x,y),b) . Then
2 . (V (1A x i),a,lB) : (? x ?)A -» eBA is a, morphism 
in Bun, and
3. ? + i§ = e , so Bun(B,A) is a group.
Proof. 1. Immediate.
2. We must show that a[(a^,a2) + e 1] = a^-ag+o^e')
for all a^,&2 eA t e ' e E ' , and that ira = p 1, where 
tt : A x B -♦ B is the projection map.
ira[(b, (x,y)] = ir[ (r(x,y),b)] = b = p ' [ (b, (x,y)) ] . 
a U a^ag) + (b,(x,y))] = a[ (b, (a1 + x,a2 + y) ] =
(T(ax + x , a2 + y),b) , and
V (1 x i)(a1,a2) + a[ (b, (x,y)) ] = a1 - a 2 + (-r(x,y),b) =
(a^ - a2 + t(x,y) , b) . Hence it suffices to show that 
al - a2 + T(x,y) = T(ai + x , a2 + y) . Now 
a1 + x  = T(a1 + x  , a2 +y) + (a2 +y) , so
x = t  (a1 + x , a2 + y) + a2 - a.̂  + y = t  (x,y) + y , and we finally
see that a^ - a2 + t  (x,y) =  T(a^ +  x ,  a2 +  y) .  Therefore
(V (lA x i),a,l) is a morphism in Bun.
3. 5 + 15 = V(S x i§)A s V(lA x i)(§ x §)A = € by part 2
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and Corollary 4.8
We summarize the preceding lemmas In the following 
proposition.
Proposition 4.19. Bun(B,A) is a, commutative semigroup with
identity under the operation Baer sum. If A is a topological
group then Bun(B,A) is also a group, the inverse of an 
element ? being i§ , where i : A-*A is inversion.
We close this section with a proposition on the 
bifunctor Bun( -) .
Proposition 4.20. Bun(-, -) is a bifunctor from the 
category 3" x <2 into the category Cl̂  of abelian semigroups
with identity, contravariant in the first variable and 
covariant in the second.
Proof. We have shown that Bun(B,A) is an abelian 
semigroup with identity. Let A , A 1 e Ob £7, B,B' e Ob 3" , 
and let cl • A -* A 1 be a continuous homomorphism, Y : B 1 -♦ B 
a continuous function. Then a* : Bun(B,A) -* Bun(B,A') 
and y* : Bun(B,A) *♦ Bun(B',A) are functions : a*(5)=a? 
and y*(?) = 5y . Propositions 4.3 and 4.11 show that 
1* = 1 , 1* = 1 , (fla)# =|3*a* and (6y)* = Y*6* • Thus,
all that is left to show is that a* and Y* are
homomorphisms.
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Lemma 4.12 shows that a* and y* preserve identities. 
Let and ?2 be elements of Bun(B,A) . Then
?g) = = V (tt x ct) X §2)^ =  ̂ ^ x ot.§ g) A ~
a?-j_ + a?2 • Hence a* is a homomorphism. Similarly y* 
is also a homomorphism.
We return to this material in the next chapter.
Section 4.4. Topological Properties of Semigroup Bundles
Before the propositions of this section we present 
a preliminary result.
Proposition 4.20. Let S e Ob and let (E,p,B) he an
S-bundle. Then (E,p,B) is a principal S-bundle if and
only if the function S x EY ■» E defined by (s,g) *-» sg 
is open.
Proof. Only if. It is enough to show that UV is open
in E for each open set U in S and V open in EY .
Let U be an open subset of S and V an open subset of
EY . Suppose there exist s e U  , g e V  such that sg fi (UV)°. 
Then sge[E\(UV)]* ; let x^ be a net in E \ (UV)
converging to sg . Proposition 3.4 implies there is a
subnet x_ and a corresponding net g e {x )Y converging p p P
to g . Then Sg = T(Xg,gg) -» T(sg,g)=s . Therefore there
is a 0 such that Sg e U and gg e V , which implies
xp = spgp e UV , a contradiction. Hence UV is open.
If. Let p ' = p | •+ B .
(A) p' is an open map.
Let V he an open subset of EY . p-1p 1(V) = SV ,
which is open in E $ p is quotient, so p'(V) is open.
Proposition 3.7 implies that property (*) holds. To 
finish the proof we need only show that the translation 
function t  is continuous.
Define m : S x EY E^ by m(s,g) = (sg,g) . Clearly
m is bijective and continuous.
(B) m is an open map.
Let U be an open subset of S and V an open subset
of Ey . m(U x V) = (UV x V) fl EA, which is open in EA as
UV is open in E . Hence m is open.
—1 YFinally t  = 7rsm , where 7rg : S x E' S is projection 
Thus t  is continuous.
Hence (E,p,B) is a principal S-bundle.
We have assumed throughout that all spaces are Hausdorff
The following proposition shows that one need not assume
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the total space E of a principal S-bundle to be Hausdorff.
Proposition 4.21. Let S e Ob J and let (E,p,B) be a 
principal S-bundle. S and B are Hausdorff, then
so is E .
Proof. Let x,yeE , x ^ y  . If p(x)/p(y) , then there 
exist disjoint neighborhoods U and V in B of p(x)
and p(y) ; p~^(U) and p"^(V) are disjoint neighborhoods
of x and y in E . If p(x)=p(y) , let ge{x}Y,
s,teS such that x = sg and y = tg. x ^ y  so s ^ t  .
Let P and Q be disjoint open subsets of S containing
s and t , respectively, t is continuous, so there
exists a set N open in EY such that g e N, there exist 
U and V open subsets of E containing x and y such
that t (EA D U x n ) c p and t (EA fl V x N) c Q . By 
continuity of the action there exist P^ and open in
S containing s and t , there exists open in EY
containing g such that c n , P-j^ c u and Q;j_Nl c v .
Proposition 4.20 shows that P^Nj and are °Pen sets
in E containing x and y . We show that
P1N1 ^ ^1N1 = ^ z e P1N1  ̂^1N1 ' h G N1 sucl1 
that p(z) =p(h) . Then T(z,h)eP0 Q = D ,  a contradiction. 
Hence P ; ^  D = □ , so E is Hausdorff.
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We now present a few more of the so-called "two-out- 
of-three" theorems. Throughout SeOb J and (E,p,B) is
a principal S-bundle.
Lemma 4.22. Let S be compact and C a subset of E .
Set C' = EY n p"1p(C) . Then
1. C' = EY fl p-'SpCC') .
2. If C is closed then C ’ is closed.
3. p“1p(C) = S-C .
Proof. i. ey n p ^ p C c )  = ey n p-1p(ey n p’1p(c)) =
ey n p“1(p(EY) n P(c)) = ey n p^pCc) = c> .
2. Let x be a net in C' converging to an elementa
x e E  ; S is compact so cl°sec*> and Corollary 3.5
implies that EY is closed. Hence x e E Y. For each a
there exists c eC such that p(x ) =p(c ) . Leta v a' a'
sa = T(ca*xa) * for eacl1 a . S is compact, so we may
assume that there is s e S such that s -♦ s . Thena
s x - > s x :  s x e C  for every a implies that sx e C ,a a a a
so xeC' . Therefore C 1 is closed.
3. Let s e S  and xeC' . p(sx) = p(x) e p(C) , so
sx e p~'l'p(C) . Hence S.C* c p“\>(C) .
If p(e)=p(c) for some c e C  , then there exist 
x e C 1 , s e S such that e = sx e S »C 1 . Hence
p“1p(C) = S-C .
Proposition 4.23. Let (E,p,B) he a. principal S-bundle. 
If S and B are compact, then E jLs compact.
Proof. For each b e B  p”^(b) is homeomorphic to S , 
which is compact. Hence we need only show that p is a 
closed mapj the result then follows from Theorem 1.2.
Let C be a closed subset of E . p(C) is closed
if and only if p”‘1'p(C) is closed. Let C ' = EY l"l p"'Lp(C) 
be as in the preceding lemma. Then we need only show that
S.C* is closed, as S.C' = p“"4>(C) .
Let e e (SC ' )* . Then {e}Y n [(SC')Y]* . But
(SC')Y = C' by part 1 of Lemma 4.22, which is closed .
Hence e e S C ' , so SC1 is closed. Therefore p is a
closed map.
Lemma 4.24. Let (E,p,B) be a principal S-bundle. If 
b -*b in B , xe (p”‘l'(b))Y and N is a neighborhood of 
x in EY, then there exists a subnet b^ and a corres­
ponding net Xp e [p-1(bp) ]Y 0 N such that •
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Proof. The map p' =p|EY : EY -*B is open by Proposition
3.7. Let D be the directed set for the net x . Leta
H = {U c n : U is a neighborhood of x in EY) . Set 
D' = Dx V with order (a,U) > (0>V) if a^ p and U c v .
For each (a,U) eD' we can choose a' = a(a,U) such that 
a ' ^a and ba ,ep'(U) . Choose x ^  ̂  e p“1(ba^^  ̂ ) n u  .
Then X/ TT\ -* x and a defines a subnet of b as(a, u) a
desired.
Proposition 4.25. Let (E,p,B) be a principal S-bundle.
If S and B are regular, then E is regular.
Proof. Let z e E , and U an open subset of E containing
z . We construct an open set W satisfying z e W c w* c u .
This will show that E is regular.
Fix s € S , g e Ey such that z = sg . There exist an
open subset V of S containing s and a subset N open
in EY containing g such that VN c u . S is regular,
so there is an open set containing s such that
v£ c v . The continuity of t implies there exist U'
open containing z , N f open in EY containing g , such
that t(EA fl U'xN') = V 1 .
Next, there exist V2 open containing s , open in
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EY containing g such that Vg c c N n N ’ ,
and V g ^  = U n U' ; therefore t(EA n x Nx) <= v1 .
Finally, there is an Ng open in EY containing g 
such that Ng c and p(Ng)* c p(N^) (p is an open map
and B is regular). Set W = VgNg . Proposition 4.20
shows that W is open in E , and z e W . We now show
that W* c VN c u . Let xa be a net in W converging
to an element x e E  . Then p(x) ep(Ng)* c p(N^) , so
there exists h e such that p(x) =p(h) . By Lemma 4.24
there is a subnet Xg of xa and a corresponding net
hg e (Xg)Y fl such that hg -> h . We may assume that
(Xg,hg) e VgNg x for every p and hence T(Xg,hg) e .
Therefore T(x,h) e V j c v  and x = t (x,h)h e VN^ c VN c u .
Hence W* c u , so E is regular.
Proposition 4.26. Let (E,p,B) be a principal S-bundle.
If S and B are locally compact, then E jjs locally 
compact.
Proof. Proposition 4.25 implies that E is regular. Let
z e E  , z = sg for some s e S  , g s E Y . Let K be a compact
neighborhood of s . Let IJ be an open set containing
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N an open set in EY containing g such that
t (EA n U x N) c k . Choose an open set containing s
and an open set in EY containing g such that <= N
and <= u . Thus t (Ea n x Nx) c K .
There exist V2 open containing s , N2 open in EY
containing g such that (V2N2 *̂ C V1N1 and N2 C N1 *
Finally let C be a compact neighborhood of p(z) =p(g) 
such that C c p(V2N2) = p(Ng) . Set W = p“1(C) n (V2N2)* .
Clearly W is a closed neighborhood of z . We show that
W is compact.
Let x be a net in W . p(x ) is a net in C , soa v a 7
there exists h e N g  such that P(xa) clusters to p(h) . 
Lemma 4.24 implies there exists a subnet Xg of x^ and
a corresponding net hg e (xp)Y H N2 such that k g '**1 •
(Xp,hp) e (V2N2)*x Nx c V1N1 x 1^ for every p , so
T(Xp,hp) eK . K is compact, so there exists t c K  such
that T(Xp, hg) clusters to t . Therefore Xg = t(Xg,hg)hg
clusters to th , so xa clusters to th , which is an 
element of W as W is closed. Hence W is compact, so 
E is locally compact.
Our final proposition for this chapter is somewhat 
easier to prove.
Proposition 4.27. Let (E,p,B) be a principal S-bundle. 
If S and B are connected, then E is connected.
Proof. For each b e B  p“'L(b) is connected, p is open, 
so E is connected.
CHAPTER V
SCHREIER EXTENSIONS OF TOPOLOGICAL SEMIGROUPS
In this chapter we introduce the notion of an exten­
sion of a topological semigroup, which brings together 
the results of Chapters II and III.
Definition 5*1» A (short) exact sequence of topological 
monoids is a quintuple (S,E,B,i,p) , where
1. S, E, and B are objects of J ,
2. (E,p,B) is a principal S-bundle,
3. i : S -* E defined by i(s) =s»l is injective,
4. p-1(lB) = i(S) , and
5. i and p are continuous monoid homomorphisms.
A short exact sequence § = (S,E,B,i,p) of topological
i Pmonoids is denoted § : S -* E -» B and is called exact 
for short. We also say that E is an extension of S bjr 
B . One should also note the following:
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1. i is a homeomorphism into by Proposition 3.2.
2. x*S s xi(S) c i(S)x = S»x for all x e E Y .
i PDefinition 5.2. Let g : S -> E -> B be exact. g is a
central extension, or E is a central extension of S by 
B if i(S) c z ( E )  j in particular, S must be commutative
i p  i ' p 'Definition 5-3. Let g : S *♦ E •+ B and g' : S 1 -*E' -»B'
be exact. A morphism of exact sequences r : g ■+ g 1 is
a triple r= (f,g,h) , where f,g, and h are continuous
monoid homomorphisms such that g is generator-preserving
(in the sense of Definition 3.4-) and the following diagram
is commutative:
§ :
i pLet g : S -♦ E -* B and g 1 A *S’ E’’-* B be exact and 
let T= (f,g,h) : g g 1 be a morphism of exact sequences.
If s e S  and x e E  , then g(s.x) = g(i(s)x) = (gi(s))g(x) = 
i'f(s)g(x) = f(s).g(x) , so T is a morphism in Bun.
Exact sequences, with morphisms defined as in Definition
5.3, form a subcategory of Bun, denoted Ext . Ext(B,S)
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is the subcategory of Bun^S) with morphisms of the form 
(lgjgjlg)* Proposition 3.9 implies that all morphisms in 
Ext(B,S) are isomorphisms.
Definition 5«^. Let § and §' be objects in Ext(B,S). 
We say that ? is congruent to §' , denoted § = § 1 ,
if there is An isomorphism (l,g,l) :?"►§' in Ext(B,S) .
One notes immediately that = is an equivalence
relation, and hence for B and S fixed objects of J ,
Ext(B,S) may be regarded as a set.
In our definition of an extension of a topological 
monoid we have assumed that all our monoids are objects 
of J . Actually we need only assume that the left end 
is a topological monoid. The middle and right end need 
only be topological semigroups with identity— that is, 
their groups of units need not be topological groups. 
However, if the right end is an object of J , then one 
may deduce that the middle is also an object of J .
i PProposition 5.1. Let S -» E ■+ B be exact, with E and 
B only topological semigroups with identity, and S an 
object of J . If BeOb*/', then E e Ob J .
Proof. Let H = Hg(l) , H ' = H E (1) , and H " = H B (1) . We
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must show that inversion in H' is continuous. Because
H' is a topological semigroup, we need only show that
inversion is continuous at 1 . Let e -*1 in H' . Thena
p(ea) 1 in H" ' 30 P(ea)"1 = P(ea1 ̂ 1 in H" *
Lemma 4.24 implies there exists a subnet eQ of e andp a
a corresponding net x^ e [eg*L)Y such that x^ -*1 in E .
For every 3 e“^eH' and there exists e S such that
e ^  = spXp ; then l = Sp(Xpep) , which implies that 
S.l = SSpX^e^ c SXpep c s . l  , so xpep is a generator of
p”^(l) . Xp is free so clearly xpep is free. Proposition
3.3 implies that sQ e H for every 3 . Hence x.eH' forP P
every 3 . Now ep = 1 , so xpep = xp (x^s'1) -
s"1 1*1 = 1 H is a topological group, so s^-> 1 ,
which implies that e^ = s^x^ -* 1 . Hence H' is a 
topological group.
We next show how the notion of induced bundle carries 
over to our present setting. The notation is as in 
Proposition 4.1.
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Proposition 5.2. Let S, E, B and be objects of J> .
i PLet § : S -* E -♦ B be exact and let f : B^ -»B be a
continuous monoid homomorphism. Then
1. E^ = {(b,e) : b e B^ , e e E and f (b) = p(e)) Is
an object of J ;
il P12. f*(§) : S -* E^ -* B^ is exact, where i^ is
defined by i1(s) = flT1 , i(s)) ; and
± *1
3. (1, f^,f) : f*(§) -* § is a morphism in Ext .
Proof. E^ is a topological monoid under coordinatewise 
multiplication and is a monoid homomorphism, as is i^ .
Thus 1. and 2. follow immediately from Proposition 4.1. To 
show that 3. holds, we must show that f^ is a monoid 
homomorphism, which is obvious.
i PDefinition 5.5. Let § : S -» E -♦ B be exact and let
f : B^ -♦ B be a morphism in J . Then f*(§) is called
the exact sequence induced by f . (1,f^,f) is called
the canonical morphism.
f fWe sometimes denote i^ and p^ by i and p
fIn this situation f^ is denoted by f* and 1^ by M
Ill
The following proposition is the exact sequence analogue 
to Proposition 4.4.
i p  J qProposition 5.3. Let § : S -* E -♦ B and x : T -» F *♦ C
be exact and let r = (f,g,h) : § *♦ x b_e a morphism in Ext.
Then there is a unique morphism (f,9,1) : § h*(x) in
Ext such that the following diagram is commutative:
Proof. Define 0 as in Proposition 4.4. We need only 
show that 9 is a homomorphism. But p(x) = (p(x),g^)) , 
which is clearly a homomorphism.
One now may prove a proposition analogous to Proposition
4.3, in preparation to showing that E x t -) is a 
bifunctor. We omit the obvious statements and proofs, and 
now consider the concept of a derived exact sequence, the 
exact sequence analogue of derived bundle. Here we must 
be more careful.
i pLet 5 : S -* E -♦ B be exact and let f : S -» T be
a continuous monoid homomorphism. In Section 3.2 we 




(x, t) ~ (x1, t ') if there exist g e EY, s,s'eS such that 
x = sg , x'=s'g , and tf (s) = t ' f (s ') . We wish to define
a continuous multiplication on E x T so that ~ is a
congruence. We proceed as in [13J* where the following 
is done for group extensions. We write the operations 
in S and E as + and regard i : S -* E as inclusion. 
The operation in B is written • . Using Theorem 2.3* 
there is an associated function pair (cp,g) , where 
cp : B -♦ End^(S) and g : B x B -* S (End^(S) is the set of
all algebraic monoid homomorphisms of S into S), and
there exists an isomorphism a : S ° B -» E such that the




u : B -» Ey is a cross-section for p , u(l) =0 . The 
next proposition discusses the topological properties of 
cp when S is commutative.
i i PProposition 5.4. Let S *♦ E -» B be an exact sequence with
S commutative. Let (cp,g) be an associated function pair
and let a : S o b -> E be the isomorphism in Theorem 2.3.
Denote qp(b)(s) bjr b»s for all b e B  and s e S  . Then
1. e + s=p(e)'3 + e for all e e E and s e S ,
2. cp1 : B x S -* S jLs continuous, where cp' jLs defined
by (p* (b,s) = b*s , and
3 . cp(b) Is continuous for all b e B  .
Proof. 1. We have a commutative diagram
l vs ------ >  s o B  >  B
1 a
V  i  'I p Vs -------- >  e  > B
u
where u : B -♦ EY is a cross-section for p , and u(l) =0 . 
(See the proof of part III of Theorem 2.3). cp satisfies 
u(b) + s = b.s + u(b) for every b e B  and s e S  ; 
Corollary 2.13 implies that x + s = p(x)*s + x for
every x e EY and s e S  . If e e E  , let x e E Y ,
such that e = s.̂  + x . Then e + s = ŝ  ̂+ x + s - p(x)-s + x
p(e)*s + s^ + x = p(e)*s + e . This finishes part 1.
2. Let in B * Sa"*S in S * FiX x e  ̂p ""1^  ) ]
By Lemma 4.24 there is a subnet bD and a correspondingP
net xQ e [p"^(ba) ]Y such that x_ -» x . Hence,P P p
X p  + 8  ̂ x + s and therefore t  ( X p  +  S p  , X p  )  ■+ t  (x + s , x ) .
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But <p'(bp,sp ) = cp(bp)(sp ) = T(xp + sp , xp ) and
cp'(b,s) = t(x + s , x) . Hence cp1 is continuous.
3. Follows immediately from part 2.
Remark. In general q> need not be a homomorphism.
However, in Proposition 5*11 we fix an operator cp and
we wish to show that the set of all extensions of S by 
B, such that (cp, g) is the associated function-pair 
for the extension, forms a commutative monoid with identity 
element the semi-direct product extension; that is, 
g(x,y) =0 for all x and y . Corollary 2.4 then implies 
that cp is a homomorphism. Hence we will assume that cp 
is a homomorphism. We are now led to the following definition.
i pDefinition 5*6. Let § : S -> E -* B be an exact sequence
with S commutative, and let cp : B -» End(S) be a homo­
morphism of algebraic monoids. ? is called an exact• 
sequence with operators cp if
1. The function cp' : Bx S -* S defined by 
cp'(b,s) = cp(b)(s) = b.s is continuous, and
2. x + i(s) = i(p(x)*s) + x for all x e E Y 
and s e S .
Remarks. We saw in Proposition 5.4 that condition 2.
implies that e + s  = p(e)*s + e for every e e E and seS 
Also, central extensions have operators: let cp(b) = lnO
for each b e B .  In most of our considerations, all spaces 
will be locally compact. In that case, condition 1. in 
the preceding definition is equivalent to cp being
gcontinuous, where End(S) c s has the compact-open 
topology [3* p.26l]. Finally we note that if § : S -» E -» B
is exact with operators cp and f : B^ B is a morphism
in , then f*(?) is exact with operators cp o f (see 
Definition 5.5). Proposition 5.3 carries over to operators 
We will prove this fact in Proposition 5.6.
Definition 5 .7. Let S, T, and B be objects in J with 
S and T commutative. If cp : B -* End(S) is a monoid 
homomorphism such that cp' : B x S -* S defined by
cp1 (b,s) = cp(b) (s) is continuous, then S is a semigroup
with operators cp . If T is a semigroup with operators 
: B *♦ End(T) and f : S -* T is a morphism in J , then 
f is operator-preserving if f o cp(b) = i|/(b) o f for every 
b e B .
We define Opext to be the subcategory of Ext whose
objects are exact sequences with operators.
Lemma 5.5. Let (f,g,h) : § -* be a morphism in Opext,
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1 pwhere ? : S ■* E -* B has operators cp and
j q§1 : Sx - Ex - B̂ . has operators cp̂  . Regard i and j
as inclusion maps. Then
cp^(h(b)) (f (s)) = f(cp(h)(s)) for all b e B  and s e S  .
Proof. Let b e B  and s e S . Let x e E Y such that 
p(x) =b . Then x + s = cp(b)(s)+x , so g(x)+g(s) = 
g(x)+f(s) = g(cp(b) (s)) -f-g(x) = f (cp(b) (s)) + g(x) = 
cP1(h(b))(f(s)) + g(x) . Hence cp1(h(b)) (f (s)) = f(cp(b) (s) ) .
If § : S-*E-*B and : S -* E ^ -»B are exact sequences
with operators cp and cp̂  , respectively, then § is
congruent to , denoted § = , if there is a morphism
(1, a*l) : § §2 . Note that Corollary 2.13 implies that
cp=cp̂  and Proposition 3.9 implies that a is an iso­
morphism in J .
Definition 5*8. Let S and B be objects of J with
S commutative, and suppose that S is a semigroup with 
operators cp : B •+ End(S) . Opext(B,S ; cp) is the sub­
category of Opext whose objects consist of exact sequences 
S -♦ E B with operators cp .
In view of the preceding discussion we set
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Opext(B,S j cp) = Opext (B, S, ; cp) / = . As in Chapter IV, we 
may regard Opext(B,S \ cp) as a set. We proceed now to 
show that Opext(B,S ; cp) is a commutative monoid when S 
and B are locally compact.
Proposition 5 .6. Let S , E , B and B^ be objects of J . 
i pLet §: S -» E -» B be a n  exact sequence with operators
cp : B End(S) , and let f : B^ -» B be a continuous monoid
homomorphism. Then
1. S is a semigroup with operators cp o f = i|r ;
2. f*(§) is an exact sequence with operators i|t ; and
3. (1, f^f) : f*(§) § is a morphism in Opext .
Proof. By Proposition 5*2 we need only show that f*(§) 
has operators . Using the notation in Proposition 5-2,
E^ = {(b,x) : b e B^ , x e Ey and f (b) = p(x)) . Let s e S .
Then (b,x) + i^(s) = (b,x) + (l,s) = (bl,x + s) =
(b t p(x)*s + x) = (1 , p(x).s) + (b,x) = i1(p(x)-s) + (b,x) =
l1(cP(p(x))(s)) + (b,x) = i1(«p(f (b)) (s)) + (b,x) =
i]_('l'(b) (s)) + (b,x) . This completes the proof of the 
proposition.
Proposition 5*7* Let § be an exact sequence with operators
cp, let be an exact sequence with operators cp̂  , and
let (f,g,h) : § -* 5^ be a morphism In Opext. Then there 
exists a unique morphism (f,0,l) : § *• h*(§^) such that 
(f,g,h) = (l,h1,h)(f,0,l) .
Proof. Apply Propositions 4.4 and 5 .2.
We are now ready to attack the problem of finding 
the derived sequence of an exact sequence with operators.
Proposition 5*8. Let S and T be commutative topological
i Pmonoids, let §: S -* E *♦ B L e ^ £  exact sequence with
operators cp : B -* End(S) , with i an inclusion map. Let 
f : S -* T be a morphism in J . Suppose that T is a 
semigroup with operators \|r : B -» End(T) and that f is 
operator-preserving. Then
1. (t,e) + (t',e') = (t+iif(p(e))(t'),e + e') makes
Tx E into a topological monoid with identity (0T,0E ) = (0,0)
using the product topology.
2. The relation ~ defined in Section 3.2 is a 
congruence (note that we have reversed the coordinates).
Proof. 1. Clearly + is continuous. We show first that 
+ is associative. Let t1, t2, t^eT , e ^ e ^ e ^ e  E . Denote
\Jf(p(e))(t:) by e*t . Then
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(t^,s^) + [ (tg, ©2) + (^3,e3^ ̂ ~ (̂ l*eî  "*” (^2 + e2 *^3 ' e2 + e3'* — 
t 6]j_" (*̂ 2 ^2**̂3) * ei + e2 + e3̂  ~
(ti + ei«t2 + (ei + e2) ̂ 3  , ei + e2 + es) ; on the other hand,
[ (t^, e^) + (tg, e2) ] + (b^* ®3) = (̂ 1 ̂  ®i *̂ 2 3 el "** e2  ̂"*" ^ 3* e3  ̂ = 
(ti + ei*tg + (ei + eg) *t^ , ei + eg + e^) . Therefore + is
associative. One similarly shows that (0,0) is the 
identity for + .
To finish part 1. we must show that the group of units 
of T x E  is a topological group. If (t,e) is a unit 
and (t’,e') is the inverse for (t,e) , then
(t,e) + (t1, e ’) = (t + f(p(e))(t') , e + e') = (0,0) =
(t, + i)f(p(e,))(t) , e'+e) = (t',e') + (t,e) , so e' = - e  
and t' = ~i|r(p(-e ))(t) .
If (-fcotJea) (°*°) in bhe group of units of T x E  ,
then -(ta,ea) = (-iKp(“ea)) (ta) * ”ea) "* (°*°) because the
groups of units of E and T are topological groups, and 
the mapping i|r1 : B x T -* T defined by i|r' (b, t) = i|i(b) (t) is 
continuous. This finishes part 1.
2. Recall that (t^,e^ ~(tg,e^) if there exist
x e EY , s^,Sg e S such that t1 + f(s1) = tg + f(Sg) ,
e^ = s1 + x , and e2 = s0 +x . Proposition 3.11 shows that
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~  is a closed equivalence relation. Suppose that 
(ti,ei) ~ (t2,e2) and t e T , e e E  . Let s ^ S g e S  and
x e Ey such that t^ + f (s1) = tg + f (s2) , e1 = s^ + x , and 
e2 = s2 + x . Let y e Ey, s e S such that e = s + y . Let
b=p(e) and b 1 = p(e^) , 1 = 1,2 . We first show that 
(t,e) + (t̂ ,e.̂ ) <'-» (t,e) + * Wow,
(t,e) + (ti,e1) = (t + i)r(b) (t̂ )̂ , e + ei) , i = l,2 . Also 
e + ei = s + y + si + x = s + cp(b) (s^ + y + x , i = l,2 . Let
z e Ey , s ' e S such that y + x = s 1 + z . Then
(a) e + e^ = (s + cp(b) (s^) + s*)+z , i = 1,2 . Also
t + i|r(b) (t^ + f(s 4 cp(b) (s1) + s 1) =
= t + <r(b) (t.^ + f(s) + t(b) (f(s1)) + f (s ') =
= t + i|r (b) (t^ + f (s^)) + f (s + s 1) =
= t + t(b) (t2 + f(s2)) + f(s + s 1) =
= t + t(b) (tg) + f(s + q>(b) (s2) + s 1) .
This equality, together with (a) implies that 
(t,e)+ (t1,e1) ~ (t,e)+ (t2,e2) .
We next show that (t^,e1) + (t,e) ~ (‘t2,e2̂  + *
(t±,eĵ ) + (t,e) = (ti +Kb')(t) , e± + e) , i = l,2 . This time,
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e.̂  + e = s1 + x + s + y = s1 + cp(b ') (s) + x + y ; let z e EY ,
s ' e S such that s ' + z = x + y . Then
ei + e = si + cp(b ') (s) + s ' + z , 1 = 1,2 . Also
^  ') (t) + f (s1 + cp(b ') (s) + s ') =
= t1 + f(s1) + ir(b')(t + f(s)) + f(s') =
= t2 + f(s2) + i|r(b')(t + f(s)) + f(s') =
= t2 +\Jf(b') (t) + f(s2 +cp(b') (s) + s 1) . Hence
(ti,ei) + (t,e) ~ (t2,e2) + (t,e) , so ~ is a congruence.
This finishes part 2. and the proof of the proposition.
Proposition 5*9* Let S and T be commutative topological
i Pmonoids, let § : S -♦ E •+ B b ean exact sequence with
operators cp and i an inclusion map, and let T have 
operators : B -♦ End(T) . Let f : S -* T be a continuous, 
operator-preserving homomorphism. Let p T x E -» E[T] 
be the quotient map. Assume that S , T and B are locally 
compact. Then
1. p x p is a quotient map;
if Pf
2. f*(§) : T E[T] -* B is an exact sequence with 
operators i|r , where if is defined by if (t) = [t, 0], pf = pT .
3. (f,f*,l) ! § *♦ f*(?) a morphism in Opext, where 
f# = f*T (as _in Proposition k .6).
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Proof. 1. Proposition 4.6 implies that (E[T],pf,B) is 
a principal T-bundle and Proposition 4.26 implies that E[T] 
is locally compact. Theorem 1.3 then implies that r\ x n 
is quotient.
2. Proposition 5.8 and statement 1. imply that E[T] 
is a topological semigroup with identity. Clearly if
and pf are continuous homomorphisms. j : if(T) T
defined by j( [ t,0]) = t^( [t, 0] , [0,0]) =t is a continuous
inverse for if . Proposition 5.1 implies that the group
of units of E[T] is a topological group. Hence 
if Pf
T -» E[T] -♦ B is an exact sequence. We need now to show
that f*(?) is exact with operators i|r .
E[T]Y = {[h,x] : h e HT(0) , x e EY) by Proposition 4 . 6 .
Let t e T , h e HT(0) and x e EY . Then
[h,x]+if(t) = [h,x] + [t,0] = [h+t|f(p(x))(t) , x + 0] =
= [h+ 'Kp(x)) (t) , x] ; 
if('l'(pf([h,x]))(t)) + [h,x] = if(i|r(p(x))(t)) + [h,x] =
= [ ̂ (P (x)) ("t), 0] + [h,x] = [ + (p(x))(t) + *(l)(h) , 0+x] = 
= [*(p(x))(t) + h , x] ;
T is commutative, so f*(S) has operators \|r . This
finishes part 2.
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3. Apply Proposition 4.6.
Proposition 5.10. Let ? : S -♦ E -* B and X : T -* F -» C be
exact sequences with operators cp and cp^, respectively.
Let (f,g,h) : § -* X be a morphism in Op ext. Let T also
be a semigroup with operators i]j : B -* End(T) such that
\|r = cp̂  o h . Suppose that f is (cp , ) -operator-preserving.
Assume that all spaces are locally compact. Then there 
exists a unique morphism (l,6,h) : f*(§) *• X such that 
(f,g,h) = (l,e,h)(f,f#,l) .
Proof. We apply Propositions 5.9 and 4.7.
One now continues in the same manner as Proposition 4.19, 
making Opext(B,S ; cp) into a commutative monoid with 
operation Baer sum. We summarize these comments in the 
following proposition. All proofs are the same as in 
Chapter IV, because all the maps there are homomorphisms now.
Proposition 5 .11. Let S and B be objects in J , with 
S commutative and both S and B locally compact. Suppose 
S i£ a semigroup with operators cp : B ■+ End(S) . Then 
the operation x ?2^B makes Opext(B,S ; cp)
into a commutative monoid with identity the semi-direct 
product extension. If S jLs a topological group, then 
Opext (B,S ; cp) also a group.
CHAPTER VI 
EXAMPLES
In this final chapter we present some examples of 
extensions of topological semigroups. We begin with a 
proposition.
Proposition 6.1. Let S and B be objects of J such
i pthat S is commutative, and let g : S - * E - * B  bean exact
sequence with operators cp : B -> End(S) . The following are 
equivalent:
1. There exists a continuous function u : B -* EY 
such that u(l)=0 and pu(b)=b for all b e B  .
2. There exists a continuous cp-factor-set f : B x B -» S 
and an isomorphism (1, a, 1) : ?(cp, f) -♦ g in Op ext, where
1 T§ (cp, f) : S ■> S xB ■* B jUs the extension in Theorem 2.3.
Proof. 2. implies 1. One should first note that g(cp, f) 
is a topological extension. Define u : B -» EY by
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u(b)=a(0,b) . Then u(l) = 0 and pu(b) = pa(0,b) = ir(0,b) = b
1. implies 2. Let u : B -♦ EY be a continuous function 
such that u(l)=0 and pu(b)=b for all b e B  . Define 
f : B x B -» S by f(b,c)=T(u(b)+u(c),u(bc)) . Clearly 
f is a continuous cp-factor-set and (<P#f) is a function- 
pair for the extension § . Also, ?(cp,f) is an exact 
sequence with operators cp . Define a : S x B -♦ E by 
a(s,b) = i(s) + u(b) . Clearly a is continuous and the 
following diagram is commutative:





One also observes that a is generator-preserving. 
Proposition 3.9 implies that (l,a,1) is an isomorphism 
in Bun. To complete the proof, we must show that a is 
a homomorphism. Clearly a(0,l)=0 . Let s^,s2 eS and
b ^ b g  e B . Then a[ (s1,b1) + (s2,b2) ] =
o,(ŝ  + cp(b̂ ) (Sg) + f (b^,b2) , k-̂ b2) =
i(s1 + cp(b1) (s2) + f (b1,b2)) + u(b1b2) , and
a(s1#b1) + a(s2,b2) = i(s1) + u(b]L) + i(s2) + u(b2) =
= i(s1) + i(cp(b1) (s2)) + u(b1)+u(b2) =
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—  ^  ( s i )  ( ^ ( ^ i )  ( s 2 ^  **" ^ "*" *
Hence a is a homomorphism.
Example 6.1. Let S be an object of J such that S is
i pcommutative and Hs (°) = Co} . If g : S -> E •+ B is an
exact sequence with operators cp, then p' =p|EY : EY -* B
is a homeomorphism, so u = p'"'1' is a continuous cross- 
section of p . Proposition 6.1 implies there exist a 
continuous cp-factor-set f for 5 , and also E is 
topologically and algebraically isomorphic to S x B ,  which 
has addition defined by
(s1,b1) + (s2,b2) = (s1 +cp(b1)(s2) + fCb^bg) , b^g) .
Thus all extensions of such an S "split". We note that 
u need not be a homomorphism. In Example 6.10 we study 
the case S = I = [0,1] in more detail.
Example 6.2. Let I =[0,1] with usual multiplication and 
let Z'2 = Z'/2Z' under addition. Fix t e l ,  0 < t < l .  Define




One easily shows that f is a factor-set (no operators). 
Hence I -* I x̂ , Zg •* Zg is a central extension, where
multiplication in I x^ Z2 is defined by
(r,x)(s,y) = (rsf(x,y) , x + y) .
Let E = I x f Zg . Then EY = {(1,0), (1,1)) and
(1,1)(1,1) = (t,l)/EY . Hence EY is not a submonoid of
The following three examples appear in [10].
Example 6.3. Let (L,A,V) be a distributive topological 
lattice with a 1 ; that is, 1 Ax = x for all xe L .
Define f : L x L -* L by f(x,y) = x vy . Then L is
a topological monoid under the operation a , f is a 
factor-set, and L -♦ L x L -* L is a central extension, 
where multiplication on L x L is defined by 
(a,x) (b,y) = (a Ab a (x v y) , x Ay) .
Example 6.4. Let S=[0,1] under min multiplication, and 
let B = [0,1] under max multiplication. Define cp : B -* End 
by cp(b)(s)=svb . Then S is a semigroup with operators 
cp and S - * S x B - » B  is exact, where multiplication on 
S x B is defined by 
(a,x)(b,y) = (a A (x vb) , x vy) .
The minimal ideal of S x B  is [0,1] x {1} . Note that the
multiplication on S x B is not commutative and that
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Proposition 2.21 does not hold for this example.
Example 6.5 . Let C be the semigroup
((x,y,z) :x,y,ze|[, x2 + y2 g z2 , z <; 0} under
coordinatewise addition and let S denote the one-point 
compactification of C : S = C U {«) , Let B be the unit
pcircle in R with multiplication that of complex numbers. 
Regard an element of C as an ordered pair ((x,y) , z) ,
where (x,y) is thought of as a complex number. Then
cp:B-»End(S) defined by qp(w) [ ((x,y) , z) ] = (w. (x,y) , z) 
and cp(w)(oo) =00 is a continuous homomorphism, and 
S - * S x B - » B  is exact, where multiplication on S x B is 
defined by (a,x)(b,y) = (a+cp(x) (b) , xy) .
Example 6.6. This is a well-known example of a central 
extension of topological groups with a non-symmetric 
factor-set. Let S = (!,+). and let B=(]R2, + ) . Define 
f : B X B  S by f ((a,b) , (c, d)) = ad - be . Then f is 
easily checked to be a factor-set and S ■> S x B  ■* B is
exact, where addition on S x B is defined by
(x , (a,b)) + (y , (c,d)) = (x + y + ad - be , (a + c , b + d)) .
Note that f((a,b) , (c,d)) need not equal f((c,d) , (a,b)). 
The operation on S x'B is not commutative.
Before presenting any more examples we present a lemma
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and a theorem.
i pLemma 6.2. Let S ■+ E -» B be a central extension such that 
S is cancellative and f : B x B *♦ S I s a  continuous factor- 
set representing the extension. If for all x and y 
elements of B and for all neighborhoods U and V of 
x and y there exist b e B and non-negative integers 
m and n such that bm e U and bn e V , then f is 
symmetric; that is, f(x,y) = f(y,x) for all x,yeB .
Proof. Let x,yeB and let P and Q be neighborhoods of 
f(x,y) and f(y,x) , respectively. Let U be a neigh­
borhood of x and V a neighborhood of y such that 
f(UxV) c p  and f (V x U) c q  . Let b e H  , m,neZ+
such that bm e U and bn e V :. Proposition 2.23 implies
that f(bm , bn ) = f(bn , bm ) , so P O  Q / O  . Hence 
f(x,y) = f(y,x) as S is Hausdorff.
Recall that if G is a locally compact abelian group, 
the dual group of G is the locally compact abelian group
GA = Hom(G , R/3T) . We assume the reader is familiar with 
the Pontryagin duality theorem, which states that for all 
locally compact abelian groups G , GAA « G . One should
also note that (-)A is a contravariant functor. The
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following theorem appears in [10], where a different def­
inition of exactness is given. However a slight modification 
of the proof found there yields the following result. We 
denote a short exact sequence of topological groups by 
f S0 - » A - » B - » C - » 0  . If f : A -* B is a continuous homo­
morphism of locally compact abelian groups, then fA : b A AA 
denotes the canonical homomorphism.
Theorem 6.3. Let A, B and C be locally compact abelian
f ggroups. Then 0 - » A - » B - * C - * 0  i£ exact if and only if
f A g A a 0 «-AA 4- B A «-C 4-0 jLs exact.
Recall the following facts: 3A = S1 , 1A = I , and
(J?/m2')A = Z / m Z  , where is the unit circle in R2 .
Notation. For the remainder of this chapter we denote by 
Ext(B,S) the set of central extensions of S by B, where 
S is a commutative topological monoid.
Example 6.7 . Let S = Z / 2 Z  with operation addition and
let B = S with operation multiplication. We study here 
Ext(B,S). Let 0 - * S - * E - * B - » 0  be a central extension. 
Write the operation of E as addition. Proposition 3*20 
implies there is a neighborhood M of 1 in B and a
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Ycontinuous cross-section u : M ■* E of p . We may assume 
that u(l) =0 . Hence there exists a factor-set f : B x B -* S 
such that f is continuous in a neighborhood of (1*1) • 
Lemma 6.2 implies that f is symmetric in this neighborhood. 
If a,b e B , a similar argument yields a factor-set g 
continuous in neighborhoods of (a,b) and (b,a) , so 
g(a,b) = g(b,a) . Corollary 2.16 implies that there exists 
e : B - » S  , e(l) = 0 , such that f = g + 6e . Clearly 6e is 
symmetric, so f(a,b) = f(b,a) . Hence, f is symmetric, so 
E is commutative.
By duality, 0-*Z'/22'-*E->S^'-*0 is exact if and
only if 0 -* 2 -* EA -* 2 / 2 2  ■* 0 is exact. In [13] it is 
shown that Ex.t(2 / n 2 , A) « A / nA for all commutative 
groups A , so Ext(S^ , 2/22) »» 2 /  22 . The two elements
are
(1.) 0-*2/22-+2'/22y.S^-*S^'-*0 (direct product), and
■I p n
(2.) 0 -♦ 2'/2Z'r  ̂ (-1,1) — » S -> S , where p is the
squaring map.
Example 6.8. Let S= (-1,1) with operation multiplication, 
let T =[-1,1] with operation multiplication, and let
B = . Let f : S ■+ T be the inclusion map. In Example 6.7
1 P lwe saw that (-1,1) -* S -» S was exact, where p is the
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squaring map. The derived extension T -♦ E[T] -* S1 is 
exact. We saw in Chapter III that E[T] is the MBbius band.
The next example is due to J.D. Lawson.
Example 6.9. Let S = {-1,1} x {-1,1} , let T = [-1,1] x [-1,1] , 
and let E = x {-1,1} , all with coordinatewise multi­
plication. Let B = S^. Let f : S -* T be the inclusion
map. The sequence § : S ■> E ■» B is a central extension,
owhere i is the inclusion map and p(z,x)=z for all 
(z,x) eS^x {-1,1} . The derived exact sequence is 
T *♦ K -* , where K is the solid Klein bottle.
Example 6.10. We study Ext(S^ , I) , where I = [0,1] with 
usual multiplication. Let I -t E S1 be a central 
extension. Proposition 6.1 implies there exists a continuous 
factor-set f representing the extension, and that E is
homeomorphic to I x S . Hence we may regard the extension
as I -* I x -> S*̂  , with multiplication on IxS"1, defined 
by (a,x)(b,y) = (abf(x,y) , xy) . Proposition 2.20 implies
1 Xthat the minimal ideal of I x s is {0} x S . We make a 
few observations about the extension. Regard as R/'Z .
(A) f (a,b) /0 for all a ^ e S 1 .
Suppose there exist a,b e such that f(a,b) = 0 . 
The associativity condition with the triple a/2 , a/2 , b 
yields f(a/2 , b)f(a/2 , a/2 + b) = f(a/2 , a/2)f(a,b) = 0 .
Hence, there exists b^ e S'*’ such that f(a/2 , b^) = 0  .
Set a^ = a/2 . Continuing inductively we get a sequence
an -♦ 1 in S’*- and a corresponding sequence bn in S^
such that f(an * ̂ n) = 0 for a11 n • Le,fc b> eS such 
that bn clusters to b'. Then f(l,b') = 0 , a contra­
diction. Hence f(a,b)/0 .
Set IQ = I \ [0) , EQ = E \ M(E) and pQ = p |Eq : EQ -* S
M(E) is the minimal ideal of E . Then one easily checks 
that
(B) IQ -> Eq -* S1 is an exact sequence.
Let J : Iq -> Hq be the inclusion map, where = (0,oo
with operation multiplication. Let E^ -» S’*" be the
sequence derived from j . Proposition 6.1 implies that f 
is symmetric and Proposition 4.26 implies that E^ is
locally compact. Hence -» E^ -♦ S’*" is an exact
sequence of locally compact abelian groups. We summarize 
our results so far in the following commutative diagram:
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By duality is exact if and only if is exact, where
: 2 -» E^ -* ft . Any factor-set for must be continuous
(aprincipal bundle over a contractible base space must be 
trivial— see[ll]— so there exists a continuous cross-section) 
and hence constant. Hence E^ r* 2 x ]R and therefore
E1 « ft x S1 « X S1 .
Now, f is a factor-set for » so there exists
g : S1 -» , g(l) = 1, such that f(x,y) = 6g(x,y) =
g(x)g(y)/g(x + y) . Hence for our original problem of
describing extensions of I by s \  we need only find
functions g : S1 -> ftQ satisfying g(l) =1, 6g(x,y) e (0,1] ,
and 6g is continuous. If g is continuous then certainly 
6g is continuous. We examine a few examples of continuous 
g's. We now regard S1 as [0,1] under addition mod 1 with
the points 0 and 1 identified. We must make sure now
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that g(0) =g(l) =1 . We use © to denote addition mod 1 .
calculus techniques shows that 0 < g(x)g(y)/g(x© y) £ 1
for all x and y .
Multiplication in E is defined by
(a,e27rix) (b,e27riy) = (ab[g(x)g(y)/g(x© y) ] , e27ri(x + y ) ) .
Note that HE (1) = {(1,1)} by Proposition 2.18.
(2.) Fix n e Z ,  n ^ 2  . Define g : [0,1] [0,1] by
where 0 k £ n .
One may tediously verify that 0 £ g(x)g(y)/g(x©y) £ 1
for all x and y .
In this example HE (1) is isomorphic to Z / nZ . We 
see this using Proposition 2.18. An element (a,x) is a
unit if and only if x is a unit in S and a, 6g(x , 1 - x) 
are units in Ij that is, (a,x) is a unit if and only if 
a = 1= 6g(x , 1 - x) . Now, 1 = 6g(x , 1 -x) = g(x)g(l - x) if




and only if g(x) = g(l-x) = 1 , and this occurs if and 
only if x = k/n for some k , 0 £ k ^ n .
Example 6.11. We examine some central extensions of I
by I , where I = [0,1] with usual multiplication. If
I -» E -> I is exact, then there exists a continuous factor-set 
f representing the extension and E is homeomorphic and 
isomorphic to I x I , where I x I has multiplication 
defined by (a,x)(b,y) = (abf(x,y) , xy) .
Using a technique similar to that used in Example 6.10 
we see that
(A) f(x,y) = 0 implies x = 0 = y .
Thus f is symmetric on (0,1] x (0,1] , and hence f 
is symmetric. Therefore E is commutative. We give two
examples.
(1.) Define g : I -» I by g(x) = xx . Then 6g(x,y) = 
g(x)g(y)/g(xy) e I . Let f = 6g . Then
(a,x)(b,y) = (abxx 1̂“y^yy 1̂”X  ̂> xy) . Note that f(x,y) / 0 
for all x and y .
(2.) We regard ([0,1],*) as ([0,«>] , +) , the isomorphism 
being x >-» -lnx , x ^ O  , 0 n <» . Define g : [0,oo) -» [0,oo) 
by g(x) = /x . Clearly g(0)=0 and g(x + y) ^g(x)+g(y) .
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f : [0,oo] -♦ [0,oo] is defined by
f (x,y) = 6g(x,y) = /x + /y - fx+y if x  ̂oo ^ y , 
f(x,<») = /x = f(°°,x) if X / oo ,
f (00,00) = 00 .
One then verifies that f is continuous and that f 
satisfies the associativity condition. Addition on 
[0,°o] x [ 0 , o o ]  becomes
r (a + b +/x + SY- /x+y , x + y) x/oo.^y, 
(a + b + /x , 00) x/oo = y ,
(a + b + /y , 00) x = oo^y,
( o o ,00) x = 00 = y .
(a,x) + (b,y) =
Note that f(00,00) = 00 .
We come now to our final example.
Example 6.12. We present here an extension of [0,1] by 
(0,1] with operators and a factor-set. Let I = [0,1] .
Define cp : (0,1] -♦ End(I) by cp(r)(x) = xr . Then 
I is a semigroup with operators cp . We now proceed to 
define a cp-factor-set as in Example 6.11. Define
g : (0,1] I by g(x) = xx . We set f =■• 6g , where we 
regard g as mapping into (0,1] . We define 6g as in
Definition 2.75 that is, 6g(x,y) = g(y)Xg(x)/g(xy) . Note
that 6g(x,y) = - xx(l-y) ^
(xy)^
all x and y . Hence [0,1] -* [0,1] x (0,1] -» (0 
an exact sequence with associated function-pair (< 
Multiplication in [0,1] x (0,1] is defined by
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